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,XECUTIVI SUMMARY
This paper traces the history of overseas deployment
training of the Afty and Air National Guard and the intervention
of a few governors in it beginning in 1985.
The furor after Governor Joseph Brennan of Maine canceled a
deployment of two of his Army Guard units to Central America in
1986 prompted Congress to enact what has become known as the
Montgomery Amendment, named after its author, U.S. Representative
G.V.

-Sonny''

Montgomery (D-Mississippi). The amendment, which

was added to the FY87 Department of Defense Authorization Act,
withdraws from governors authority to withhold overseas
deployments for their National Guard units on account of
location, purpose, type or schedule of such training. A lawsuit
brought by the governor of Minnesota seeks to have that language
ruled unconstitutional as a violation of the Militia Clause to
the U.S. Constitution.
The governors' actions had a major impact at the Department
of Defense. They threatened the resources of the National Guard
as it has evolved as a part of the Total Force. There was talk of
withdrawing force structure from the Guard. In the end, the chief
of the National Guard Bureau moved against the governor of Ohio,
threatening to "'withdraw the Ohio National Guard from Ohio'' if
Governor Richard Celeste didn't consent to the deployment of the
16th Xnineer Brigade to Honduras in 1989. Faced with a $256
million-a-year bill, he did and it did.

I -

INTRODUCTION
Historically, few hav* quostioned the fact that state

governors-commend their Mational-Guard in peacetime. Article I.
Section 8. paragraphs 15 and 16 of the U.S. Constitution seemed
fairly clear in theidea that Congress had the authority to
establish a militia, and that it would be governed by the states
in peacetime. Until 1986, that is.
Of course, an occasional active Army and Air Force leader
complained about the fact that they couldn't order National Guard
commanders around in quite the same ways they could the U.S. Army
Reserve and, to a lessor degree, the U.S. Air Force Reserve. As
Lieutenant General Herbert R. Temple Jr., chief of the National
Guard Bureau, put it once, the "buffer"

that the governors

provided between active component orders and Guardsmen often
proved useful and important[1].
A series of events began in 1986 that would change this
forever. Although National Guard troops had boon training
overseas (often referred to as "'OCONUS

°

by Guardsmen for the

acronym Outside the. Continental United States) for at least two
decades, training in Central America was only then beginning to

gain widespreed publicity.
The Air Guard had been training in Central America for years
see Chaptes ZR). But the Army Guard began only in 1984 with a
hastily planned roaduilding project In Panama, expanded the next

rear a"

placed-in mimduras for the first time in 1966.

At the same time, then-President Reagan's Central America
policies were becoming highly controversial politically. Liberal
Democrats who opposed funding the contra forces fighting in
Nicaragua against the Sandinista government, but largely based in
Honduras, seined upon the National Guard's activities in that
region as a way of making a political statement against the
administration's policies. The governors, who actually had some
authority in the situation by virtue of their command of the
National Guard of their states, saw an unprecedented opportunity.
Governor Joseph Brennan of Maine was the first to act[21.
That year, he prohibited the deployment of 48 Maine Army
Guardsmen to Honduras. Thirteen of the Guardsmen to be deployed
were members of the Maine public affairs detachment. The
remainder was composed of an engineer detachment that was to be a
part of a much larger combat engineer roadbuilding task force
similar to what had built roads in Panama the previous two years
-- without objection from anyone (General Manuel Antonio Noriega
was only then solidifying his power in that unfortunate country
in those years).
Brennan's statement was immediately picked up by a number of
other Democratic governors, who either stated they would refuse
deployments of their troops or would refuse if tasked for a
deploymnt. Principal among these were Governors Michael Dukakis
of Massachusetts, Madeline Kunin of Vermont, Rudy Perpich of

Minmesota, Bruce Babbitt of Arizona (although Arizona Guardsmen
ultimatelydoplo"d),

lioazd-Colosto of Ohio, Richard Lana of

nlreaf Anaya of Now Mexico. Expressing some
Coloeado anl
reeervatieos at the time also were

overnors Mario Cuomo of New

York andMark White of Texas (see Chapter 11 for the Texas
deploymest) .
It

was natural for the N/ational Guard establishment to jump

to the defense of the. governors while .dploring the specific
results. Among other things, the buffer General Temple cites
historically has permitted the Guard to be its own spokesman not
only at the local level in 2-,600 communities in the 54 states and
territories, but also to fight for its requirements before
Congress without such fear of retribution from the uniformed
leaders of the services who may have formulated a different order
of march in the federal budget process or elsewhere.
However, since the formulation of the Total Force Policy by
Secretary of Defense Melvin R. Laird in 1970, the National Guard
as well as the other five reserve components increasingly has
been woven into the fabric of the Defense establishment. Guard
units now are an integral part of warplane in all theaters. They
have been participating in major Joint Chiefs of Staff exercises
since the early 1970s. As Air Force Chief of Staff Larry D. Welch
put it some years ago, "'we can't go to war without you. Nor
should we.''(31 Welch went on to observe that success in any
military action that lasts longer than the Grenada or Panama
invasions will require the public support missing as the Vietnam
War ground to its dismal conclusion 10 years after it began. He,
it would seem, subscribes to the widely hold conclusion that it
was Prestent 1ymdo 5, Johnson's refusal to nobilize the Guard
and Reserve in 1965 when that was recommnded by the Joint Chiefs
of Staff that yaws, later remted i
dtsil1emeft-

J__

wth th.

Omffle,

the widespread political

ia the American body politick.

When overs*as

training began for the Guard, first with the

Air Guard in 1967 with Operation CREEK PARTY and in the mid-1970s
with the Army Guard's deployments to the annual NATO exercises,
RUFoRGBR (Return of Forces to Germany), only praise was heard.
CREER PARTY was a deployment of aerial refueling tankers

(KC-97s

in those days) to Europe in support of U.S. Air Forces-Europe.
And, it probably should be noted, a little-noted and informal use
of the Air Guard occurred repeatedly from 1965 to 1970 with the
nonmobilized use of Air Guard C-97 cargo aircraft flying missions
to South Vietnam from the United States, always with volunteer
aircrews who never were mobilized, not even during the small
mobilization of 1968 when five Air Guard fighter wings were
ordered to duty by President Johnson and deployed to Vietnam and
Korea.

Since the founding of the National Guard on December 13,
1636 by order of the Massachusetts General Court as the North,

East and South Regiments of Massachusetts, there never has been
much doubt that the militia and the National Guard is a state
force in peacetime. The Guard has a perfect attendance record in
the nation's wars. But its overwhelming history has been as a
state force in support of civil authority. Ask the first 10
people you find on the street their impression of the National

Guard and at least nine will say something about flood,
hurricane,

torsnado

or riot.

A faw with lon.zmomories and a flair for history may

W-mer that the Ooord fouht in

the Revolution, the War of

1812, the- Mexican War (of 1846),

the Civil War, the Spaniqh-

American War, the Mexican War of 1916, World War 1, World War I,
Korea, Vietnam, Grenada and Panama. What may be less well known
in the post-Vietnam decades is the fact that under the Total
Force Policy, the Guard increasingly has played a role in the
national strategy of deterrence. This clearly was what General
Paul Gorman, commander-in-chief of the U.S. Southern Command
(SOUTHCOM) had in mind in the early 1980s. He could see that
although he was a theater commander-in-chief, he had few assigned
military units and essentially no force structure. Indeed, as his
successor, General Frederick Woerner, noted once, ''My Air Force
is the Air National Guard. '[41

How was Gorman to deter Marxist-

Leninist adventurism as seen from the maturation of the
Sandinista revolution in Nicaragua, then well-supported by the
Soviet Union, without forces?
Gorman lit on the concept of a constantly unfolding series
of military exercises utilizing U.S.-based units that would
travel the relatively short distance from the United States to
Central America, train as units for a few weeks and then return
to home station. He visualized the National Guard and to a lesser
degree the U.S. Army Reserve as essential in this not only
because of the larger numbers of units available but also because
of the "'citizen-soldier' mentality such unit members would
bring to the countries in question, all too many of which had
historically been ruled by military juntas.

The

~The

initial gubeornatorial objections were viewed at the

t

hi|

i

beginning as a mild irritant, as 46 shall sea below. However,
senior Guardsmen stationed at thO Pentagon soon began to hear
ominous rumblings from within the building that senior uniformed
service leaders were considering withdrawal of what Guardsmen
refer to as

'federal recognition'' of units if such units -- or

any Guard units for that matter -- were withheld from Central
America rotations.
One senior Guardsman was heard to ask: "How quickly can
they move a unit from the Guard to the Reserve?'' The answer
turned out to be "'nearly overnight'' for the Air Guard, with all
its equipment and facilities federally owned. For the Army Guard,
it couldn't have been as quickly both because armories are owned
by the states and also because the history of the Army Guard
being the legal successor of the militia founded in 1636 and
enshrined in the Constitution is much clearer. However, what was
equally clear was that the federal government, should it become
determined to do so, could leave the governors with little more
than a constabulary militia sufficient to state emergencies but
not a part of the Total Force.
What we know today as the

NOTm TO CHAPTE

'Montgomery Amendment'' resulted.

I

(I] Conversation with then-Major General Herbert R. Temple
Jr. during a luncheon at the 21 Torro Marine Air Station officers
club, August 10, 1986. Temple was within two weeks of becoming
chief of the National Guard Bureau after having served the
previous four years as director of the Army National Guard.

(2] It abou14 be noted here that Governor Brennan was not

the first governor to refuse a Central America deployment, only
the first to so refuse citing political objections to U.S.
policies there. A year earlier, Governor George Deukmajian of
California had declined the National Guard Bureau's request to
deploy a brigade task force of the 40th Infantry Division (Mech)
to Honduras for Exercise BIG PINN II. See Chapter III for a
fuller explanation of this event.
(3) Remarks to the Adjutants General Association of the
United States at the Captain Cook Hotel, Anchorage, Alaska, May
1, 1985.

(41 Remarks to National Guard Bureau delegation at Quarry
Heights Panama, June 1988.
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TES NATION"

GUARD .R2RIZ3NCZ IN CENTRAL AMERICA

Before describing the Natiobal Guard experience in Central
America during the 1990s, two things must be said. First, what
this National Guard training was not. And, second, it is
important to understand that Guard training in this region began
before the 1980s. It was well-established long before any
governors or other politicians took an interest in it.
Let's begin with a brief review of what Guard Central
America training was not:
o The Guard was not involved in training the contras.
o The Guard did not build any military roads leading up to
the Nicaraguan border in either Honduras or Costa Rica, designed
as attack routes for the U.S. Army in the "'coming invasion.''
o The Guard did not build military airfields designed for
insertion of Rangers, or Green Berets, or paratroopers, or
guerrillas into Nicaragua.
o And finally, the Guard did not got involved in any
firefights near the Nonduren border with murky guerrillas as
depioted in the made-for-TV movie, "'Weekend War,'' show on ABCTV in

ruefery 1989. Nor* on this below.

Tbe sto

of the Nftio#l Guz4tesperlene

in

Central

America during the 1980. starts with the fact that the National
Guard's role in this region began earlier. The ninth decade of
the 20th century arrived with two Air National Guard endeavors
ongoing from the mid-1970s. These were operations VOLANT OAK and
CORONT QOVS. Nother is thie subject of significant controversy
nor substantial notice, unfortunately, because both are among the
most important things going on from the point of view of the
commander-in-chief/South (CZNC-South), the U.S. theater commander
of the U.S. Southern Command (SOUTHCON) located at Quarry
Heights, Panama. As General Frederick F. Woerner, CINC-South
until September 1989 put it, "'The Air Guard is my Air Force.''
He means that literally because the putative Air Force element of
the U.S. Southern Command is

the 12th Air Force located at

Bergstrom Air Force Base in Austin, Texas. None of its active Air
Force elements -- this is primarily a fighter force -- is
stationed south of the Rio Grande.
However, the Air Guard (and to a somewhat lesser extent the
Air Force Reserve) provides a continuous and continuing air
element to support not only SOUTIRCOM but also State Department
operations in Latin America. The C-130s flying out of Howard Air
Force Base, Panama, are indicative of the sort of thing that has
been happening quietly for years. For whatever reason, it never
surfaced as a controversial issue with the governors, or the
politiool libecrals who objected to President Reagan's Central

American policyW,,except briefly with Governor Rudy Perpich of
Minnesota, who was objecting at one point to everything headed
south and north. This C-130 mission, which is the VOLANT OAK of
thlo, eptdas,

bagm mi

tko eIry 1970e when the Air Force began

bowing'out of -the C-130 business with the arrival of the C-5A and
the deision to rebuild
4 the -C-141, with a aircraft Aodif ication
vstretaehg'' all 'et thesae -aircreft by 10 feet. The Air Force
chose to remain in the strategic (overseas) mission while
transferring most of fthe

ntratissater airlift to the Air National

Guard and the 'ir Force fteserve. The C-130 is the bird for this.
When this decision was taken, tb* Air Guard and the Air
Force-Reserv, were assigned to support SOUTUCON with a continuous
C-130 pteseacq at Howard. What has evolved is the assignment of
two to four (depending on the requirements) C-1309 to Howard at

all times. The Air Guard takes one two-week rotation; the Air
Force Reserve comes neXt for two weeks. Although the unfamiliar
might conclude that the C-130 is an

"'old'' airplane because it

has been around for nearly 30 years, the Air Force, Air Guard and
Air Force Reserve C-130 fleets largely have been modernized in
recent years. The C-130A soon will be gone from the Total Air
Force inventory. The Air Guard, primarily, continues to receive
one or two squadrons of new C-130H aircraft annually from the
Lockheed-Georgia manufacturing plant in Marietta, Georgia. The C1303 has in co son with its Alpha-model counterpart of the 19509
only an outward physical similarity. Engines, avionics, range,
payload and speed are vastly different.
VOLIITW OAK*smissions are drive

by the State Department'*s

requirements for embsoW resupply on U.S. Air Force aircraft,

similar to the C-13@s that regularly arrive from foreign shores
at Dover Air Pare base, Delaware, to service foreign embassies
In 3tashiu*%Mos
Cmmra2

DC. Tbs U.S. C-130* fly ot

~-Gaut - Amorlean .a"Iis,

of Howard to various

beloging the logistical

i t*Ws**X4#4

1Y the State -epAVrt*6At Personnel to Bogota, Lima,

es~~~~ta.VS
a4
e.Mnga
*Wea&- Dig
uring -the Sadinista
zrome,* Mr Guard vrsonnol were --lot permitfted off the aircraft
or the flight Alsoe at th* Managua airport. (1] Th. cargo brought
1& Lfor thr".

'there fthe United States Still

ae

maintains

active diplomatic relationsith the Sandinista government
notwithstanding ftraer Prosident Rteaga'. active hostility toward
the commandesae)

and then-the C-130 flies off to the next

Central American capital.-Aft interesting Air Guard anecdote in
this regard is the fact that the last military aircraft out of
Managua in 1979 with the remnants of President Anastasio Somoza's
regime was a C-130 from the 164th Tactical Airlift Group,
Memphis, Tennessee.[23 It got wheels up bound for Homestead Air
Force base, Florida, Just a couple minutes before the Sandinsta
military forces captured the Managua airport from the gaggle of
Nicaraguan Guardia Macional loyal to the old regime. [31

A second major mission, which gets less attention for some
reason than the C-130 mission, is the

-'alert line'' the Air

Guard's A-7 fighter squadrons maintain 365 days a year at Howard
Air Force Base just outside Panama City.-Howard, of course, is a

fully U.S. Air Force installation maintained near the Canal Zone
for the purpose of canal detenee based on the Panama Canal
Yreti..s. as mentioned above, U.S. Air Force-South is stationed
at Seggitram Air Forc.ae,

stas * The Air Guard provides the

00 0 x-& pbo

e~amat for the CZNC-South. Recall loerner' s

statemat-i -:';4U

Air Guard to my air-force.'

wIft tema.c thad 'fightst VWWWea

U2 A-of #iftedm

VA

-

s

m~n

[4)t

cons*gts of from eight to

t privadrly of, the Army

forces ststiow4 at Fort Clayton and part Amador. The A-7D is a
subsonic, airt-r*Un

air-crAft that 1.. designed to provide close

air support 'Ant" attlMield" air interdiction.. in civilian terus,
this mas bombinig *nemy troopo in support of- U.S. Army units and

interdiction of amamy lbpisitios behind the battle area or in
pockets of enemr strength. Th.A~ir guard in the 54 states and

territories has four wings Ad 12 groups of A-7 fighters. A wing
normally has three fighter squadrons consisting of 18 to 24
fighters each depending on its location. The Air Guard A-7 wings
are located in Colorado, lowa, Kichigan and Ohio.
Sine the Air Guard has more than 235 A-79,

it is not

difficult to rotate eight to 12 fighters at a time to SOUTHCON
and still maintain the alert line primarily with non-full-time
Air Guard fighter pilots undergoing their annual training or some

t

other type of part-time duty. This mission was suspended in April

1990 by 033 Maxwell W. Thurman, comander-in-chief/South,

to

rationalize the total numbers of American service personnel in
Panama after the December 1989 invasion. General Thurman stated,
among other things, that U.S. fighters on-station at Howard AFB
were not as necessary with a friendly Panamanian government as
they had been previously.

[5)

it is interesting to note, perhaps, that the A-7s physically
present at the tie

of the invasion undertook several dozen

sorties Is behalf of General Thurman during the first night and
day of the imvsion, doing maet of the bombing in support of the
fee"

troopes

Cobral Amrica, the Air Guard had a many years' head

As i

start over ths Army guard in overseas training. For the Air
Guard. this actualy bOaa i
(notwithstandts
thatwaer

the early Vietnam era

the nommobilisation of the Gurd and Reserve for

with upmobtlued Literthoater airlift to Southeast

Asia. In an era whon the C-141 ''8torlifter"' was coming into the
Air Force inventory as the intertheater airlift aircraft of the
future, much less attention was devoted to the Air Guard's
hundreds of missions from the United States to South Vietnam in
the intertheater aircraft that preceded the C-141, the C-97. The
C-97 was a turbo-prop aircraft that flew such more slowly than
the four-engine, pure jot C-141. But it carried nearly the same
amount of cargo.
The Air Guard had its C-97 fleet from the early 1960s until
1974, when it went out of the intertheater airlift business until
the mid-1980s.(61
Overseas training, often called OCONUS training for the
acronym "'Outside the Continental United States,'' didn't begin
for the Army National Guard until 1976. That was the first year
when an Army Guard unit was deployed to the annual NATO exercise,
RXFORG3R (Return of Forces to Germany), which began in 1967 and
stemmed from the withdrawal of the U.S. Army's lt Infantry
Division from West Germany in 1965 for deployment to Vietnam. The
idea beAnd URNRGBR was to demonstrate that the United States
auld r~fAm

a division equivalent to Uuwrope within a week in

casm of attack by the Warsaw Pact. The Total Force Policy,
developed first by Secretary of Defense Melvin R. Laird in 1970
as a coneept and codified as a policy by Secretary of Defense

illll______________________

James Schlesinger in 1973, eventually led to the Army National
Guard being more closely drawn Into the Army'.* Warplafts. While
ArM Guard units always had been included in theater-level force
listings, they had-sotgenerally boen written into detailed
warplane. Until work ,began to 6o6S4,

it never occurred to Army

leaders to include thda in majot Joint Chiefs of Staff exercises
like RIFORGRR.
By the late 1970s, with the beginning of the CAPSTONE (not
an acronym) program, this Total Force Policy and its One Army

spinoff began to result in Army headquarters wanting their
CAPSTONE subordinates to play in their field training exercises
(FTX) and command post exercises (CPX). CAPSTONE is a program
that aligns every Guard and Reserve unit no matter the size or
level with its wartime higher headquarters and results in that
unit being placed in the appropriate place on the Time Phased
Force Deployment Listing (TPFDL)[pronounced tip-fiddle], a
classified document that tells each and every commander what day
his equipment will ship by sea and from what seaport, and what
day his airlift (for personnel) will depart, what type of
aircraft (usually a chartered DC-10 or Booing 747) and from
whore. [7)
Army Guard OCOMU8 training had matured by the early 1980a to
include regular deployments to RIVORGNR and to its Korean
counterpart,

I3M SPIRIT.
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In addition, Army Guard and U.S.

Army

alas were involved increasingly in the NATO and
ME
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in

n'tope and ULIE

FOcUS-Ll

in Korea, as

, tba U.S. Central Command (then called the
IfPgo.4 suftee o

hmw
aio ses in Upt

and

.Southwest Asio. That. cheok8 of

Ocean thes.

*bat

bo~t,V 4.

the mRUopean. Pacific and Indian
outbern Oommod?

Q1,UCOM. givem the peeption af its backwater mission and

in the 197s. has been given somewhat
tooeeaWo

its relative

short shritt y,.phon CISTON- assignmenta are made.

Designated to

augment the octivO Amy's 193rd-Ula1antry brigade at Fort Clayton
were the 53rd Infantry brigade, Florida Army National Guard, the
92nd Infantry Dr

ado, Puerto Rico Army National Guard, and the

153rd Field Artillery Irigtde, also of Puerto Rico. These units
have partiqipated in numerous routine training events both in
Panama and in other Caribbean areas from 1979 on.
It was not until it was clearer what the direction of the
Sandinista coalition was to be by 1981 or 1982 that the SOUTHCOM
commander-in-chief, at the time Lieutenant General Paul Gorman
(soon to become the first CINCSOUTH promoted to full general)
came to a fuller realization how little military force structure
he had in his theater of operations and area of responsibility.
One active duty infantry brigade and two Guard brigades located a
fair distance away

and with the Air Guard providing a

--

minuscule Air Force

--

did not give him much confidence of

executing the National Command Authority's requirements in a
theater stretching from bels

to Cape Horn. MaJor concerns were

ensuring that the Nicaraguan expaneionism was curtailed within

Nicaragua an& that the Canal cotinued to be defended properly.
ives the engulag xsquaremeats for foces structure in
mmd Xsea (tee, sjk1
:
tben-roe n
AM

e"7

0 &t_ t.

lr +pogetM"

JI

Was. the

elmoshmv era) not to mention the

on o% Mgheakstm,
&mg

urope

it

was unlikely the

meW faece st-ruture to accommodate

SOUTHCO's requirements. What was the answer?
Gorati *Wei114d
ty",

da~~

ilvolve& utilizi#

it

force strut%

the answer in several directions at once.

on
ot

ail

the COV-based Army

re*oltig basis for a continuous set of

military exercises in Central America. U.S.-based active Army
units would be utilitzed4. Rut perhaps even more important,
would Army Gu td and U.S. Army RsVe
them and all

so

units. it would provide

units outstanding training opportunities. It would

not require overly long deployments by COWUS active Army units
(one or two months at a time). Guard and Reserve units could be
deployed for two or three weeks at a time, fitting well within
their normal annual training schedule. And given the three or
four-hour flying time to Central America, this deployment for a
Guard/Reserve unit could be handled routinely within normal Air
Force scheduling.
The next question became what kind of military exercises
could best utilize the troops, provide a force presence that
would make a political point and still do something worth doing?
One answer was the series of D1g PINE exercises that utilized a
combination of all Army components. Another aspect, which
involved primarily the Army National Guard, which is the basic
thrust of Atay Guard training in the region from 1984 to the
present, is the uso of co*tt engineers in road-building.
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United Fruit Company on the

-poor Contrl American country. Although it in
Fruit and Standard Fruit built infrastructure to
raction of exports,

the road network that was a

part of that infrastructure linked up some of the coastal
communities without touching the interior of Honduras. Similarly,
in Panama, while the Inter-American Highway linked up the region
from Laredo, Texas. to Panama City, it did nothing for the
interior of Panama that could reasonably be reached by roads as
we know then from 50 years ago with the development of the farmto-market road in the American rural experience. The farm-tomarket road is the best model to begin the description of what
the Army National Guard has been attempting to do the past five
years in Central America.
Negotiations over this engineer training began in 1982 with
Costa Rica. This idea fell apart in 1983 when the Costa Rican
govornsent first insisted that the Guardsmen come in civilian
clothes and -- when that hurdle was overcome -- prohibited
weapons. Than Major General Norbert A. Temple Jr. (8] declined to
concedo th

,&aodsmen would be deployed as civilians and further

refused.to ar
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felMM rliewed With the request from
sesially eiviliaw General

No~iega wap relatively now to his position an commander of the

?azaama*.A D*pe*R5

F0ce) for a roqdbuilding,%project,in the

Azuor* ?emIns*Ula Of West~rTOi

rural Fansa-. The provincial capital

of this area is -Ssatisvo, which is Noriega's hometown. Santiago,
although an the IntorAmerican IighwaV4 is a dusty community and

isolated to aelarqe.deqroo frou-the bustling and thriving Panama
City. Although only a one-hour helicopter ride from Panama City,
Santiago is a four-hour drive over the mountains. It takes
another two hours to traverse the 25 miles from Santiago to the

end of the trafficable road, in terms of trucks and four-wheeldrive vehicles. It was here that the Louisiana Army National
Guard's 229th Engineer Group established its base camp called
Gato Solo, next to Llano do Mariato.
in this first year, January to May 1984, the Louisianians'

mission was to build a standard military road from IMariato to
Cozro Helena about 15 kilometers south along the Pacific Coast of

the Azuero Peninsula. Unlike the east/north coast of Panama, the
west/south coast is seasonal (contrasted with tropical). Although
it receives 100 inches of rain a year, all of it comes during the

rainy season beginning in June and ending in November or
December. The dry season beginning in January and running at
least through May and t'* some degree into June (slightly chancy),
is ideal road-building weather. The National Guard engineer
traliig was mW is scheduled for this period each year.
&wases

of tbaerelatiYely sbort notice for this first

engineer effort, the time permitted for .3esign of the road
tthe dausing terrain and remoteness of the location

hstW*ly permitted Mth

tp.
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planning usually expected before the

heavy equipment began to arrive. SOUTHCOM inserted the Louisiana
survey teen and design engineers by helicopter-and then
resupplied them every throe days as they walked their way along
the route of the proposed road from Nariato to Molana. This work,
which would consume at least a month in a normal cycle, was
completed in about 10 days that year -- during the final weeks of
the 1983 rainy season.
The Louisiana engineers shipped their heavy engineer
equipment from New Orleans by U.S. Navy Sealift Command vessel
just before Christmas. It arrived in Colon about a week later,
traversed the Panama Canal, and was off-loaded in Panama City.
There, it was loaded aboard Navy over-the-shore boats, which
sailed around the Azuero Peninsula and landed the equipment
opposite the road-building site, where it was recovered by the
Cajun engineers' advanced detachment and driven to Gat* Solo. It
arrived just prior to the arrival of the main body from Bogalusa,
Louisiana, which deployed to Howard AFD via C-141. The troops
made their way from Panama City to Gato Solo by Army bus -- a
grueling six-hour drive.
The unit fell to work on the military road running south
down the Pacific coast from the base camp. Providing physical
security was a PDT military police company. As a practical
matter, the atmosphere was benign. The local population was very
friendly. Te residents understood the benefits they could gain
from the road sines tramsit from the base camp south was by horse
trail.

The torrain and the economy of the area is best described

as reach 0ountrys teopical savannas. While steep and prone to

lew

flodine, the
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iaatry is well suited to cattle-raising.

However, if a cattle drive were the only way to get the product
to:

.ket,

it *ai

if only marginal economic efficacy. The weight-

shrinkalveaxperienced in a cattle drive versus truck transport of
livestock tomarket often is the difference between profit and

loss.
The local'area was in stark economic contrast with Panama
City. While:Panama City is a bustling metropvlis of skyscrapers
and banking, western Panama was and is deep Third World. In
Mariato, there was no electricity, no running water, no sewer,
one motor vehicle (observed), lots of horses, hundreds of
children, underemployment of the heads-of-household (to the
extreme), little prospect of medical care and an open-air
elementary school that goes through the fourth grade. If one
aspired to more education, Santiago was the answer and living
with others the room-and-board method for the children.
Little wonder that the National Guard engineers were a
revelation. Not only did they have bulldozers, scrapers, graders,
dump trucks and end loaders, they had generators to light their
base camp at night plus refrigeration trucks, laundry and bath
units and water purification capability. PDF engineer soldiers
received training on the American equipment. All the while, as
January became February and the spring unfolded, the road took
Shape. The United States provided the equipment and the combat
ongikeers to do the work. te Panamanian government provided the
materiel: aement, culverts, one bridge over a river, gravel (dug
from the beach by the National Guard), etc.
(TIe

t*rt fea's error was the 42-inch culverts provided by

tue PaanMMiSA

@oz'nu6mt, the

ly thing available, it was said.
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Given 100 inches of rain in five months, such culyerts obviously
were vastly inadequate; all wa he§ out in the 1984.rainy season
and had to be replaced in 1985 with 96-inch poured box culverts.]
However, notwithstanding the lessons learned, the Army
National Guard counted the 1984 experience and the following
year's engineer qxrcise in Axuero Peninsula a resounding
success. They the model for what was to follow, primarily in
Honduras to thepresent and the future. Honduras has acquired far
more miles of military road than Panama ever did, due in large
deterioration of diplomatic relations between the United States
and the Noriega-dominated Panamanian government by the mid-1980s.
The principal explanation as to why the Guard considers this
type of training so beneficial has to do with economic and
environmental restrictions on engineer training in the United
States. Army or Army Guard combat engineers do not build roads in
the United States. They do not because it would be competition
with civilian contractors and because of opposition from the
Operating Znginoers union. Further, environmental laws in the
United States would not permit the type of road construction
advocated by the Army for a military road in support of a main
supply route (Nil) for transportation of materiel. For example,
the Army does not abide by the' so-called "'50-year-flood''
concept of bridges, culverts and stream relocation since a
military road Is not intended to last 50 years. And if the 50year flood occurs during the time the ailitary road is in use, it
will be rebuilt.
Two interesting sidelights from this first National Guard
training effort in Central Amrica. The first is the connection

I

between the bose-camp med4ical facilities and those located in the
V1116,90. 4lano.4v Kariato'had a "inc'which

In rural

Panamanian parloncv,,mept a omall edaobbildiag staffed by a

nurse Practtone!F pome of the time. A physician night come by once
or twice a year.,,.& rqqgis,#xod our * was rare. All the attention
associated with theV,.$44 /PDV base camp resulted in a surfeit, of
a sort, in mdical care. 71w; PDIP. assigned a doctor to the base
camp. The National Giaar

brought a medical officer from the

Puerto Rico National Guard. No basically handled the base camp's
medical requirements, never that pressing, freeing the PDF doctor
to spend most of his time in the village clinic. Having a fulltime doctor in such a remote location caused, as might be
epected, a regional sensation. People walked two and three days
to receive medical treatment for which they had little lifetime
expectation of over receiving. But perhaps the most curious of
all the participants in this clinic's activities was the nurse
intern at the clinic this summer. Her name was Maria, and she was

the niece of General Noriega. She was a student at the time at
the nursing school in Panama City. It may be needless to observe
that she was the-princess of the province that spring given the
POP's attention the American National Guard's welfare on the
roadbuilding project.

The Panama roadbuildUng projects extended for several years.
3@mve~r, after General Noriega, became the more obvious force
behind the civilian-facade government, the United States began to
back awizW fromn civic-action projects in Panama. Roads like the
one built An Asuasro Peninsula have, the offect, If indirectly,
-boisteriag

citisen support of the national government.
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Honduran territory. What followed fitted well with General
German'S (he was now retired and replaced by General John R.
Galvin) philosophy of conducting large military exercises in
Central America to demonstrate some forces in being as well as to
deter Nicaragua from threatening Honduras.
It should be said at the outset that the U.S. Army viewed
Honduras' ability to defend itself with some askance. Such
exercises ass SIG PINS I

and III (one summer later in 1985) were

designed from the broader theater point of view. However, the
deployment of the Task Force 3-141 from the 49th Armored
Division, Texas Army National Guard, in July 1985 stemmed almost
directly from the Army's concern over the Honduran army's ability
to counter a Nicaraguan armored thrust through the Choloteca Gap.
Graduates of the U.S. Army Command and General Staff College
are sick to death of the lessons they have learned about the
threat of a Warsaw Pact attack through the Fulda Gap in Germany,
which Is opposite Frankfurt.

it is one of three main avenues of

approah to West Germany from the east. The CholOteca Gap is
1tib" l icrocosm. While Nicaragua is not the led Amy, neither
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to teach the Hotsrana the U.S. Army' s light infantry

response to-armor.

The TeXa1s provided the Opposition forces

(OFFOR) for-this ,xercise.

XfI addition, the Texans provided

something else. This can be ascertained readily when you
understand that the commander of Task Force 3-141 was Lieutenant
Colonel Federico Lopez III and the operations officer was Major
Hector Campos. The 2nd Brigade, 49th Armored Division, is
headquartered in San Antonio. Its three battalions, numbered 1141, 2-141 and 3-141, find their units deeper and deeper into the
Rio Grande Valley. The 2nd Battalion, 141st Infantry is
headquartered in Corpus Christi, for example. The 3rd Battalion,
141st Infantry has units in McAllen, Rio Grand* City, Harlingen
and Brownsville. These units are filled with men with Spanish
surnmes whose first language is-Spanish.

They were a chuation in Central America. Superficially,
this was because they arrived in-Tegucigalpa speaking Spanish
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for the ciltisess of LlanoVariato, the arrival of a National
Guard major usually was not good news. That National Guard majors
from th& United States ca"e bearing gifts and good will was an
unusual .concept. What also was a very new concept was the idea of
tanks and armored personnel carriers (APC) rumbling through the
Choloteca Gap as a way of-training the Honduran army officers to
contend with an armored thrust into their nation. observers on
the scene reported that the Honduran infantry leaders missed the
first phase of th. combined arm attack completely: it was that
fast-moving. of ourase, that is the intention. Although the
Initial training occurred In the daytime, between the dust and
the smoke laiEddas by the tankers and -the mechanized infantry,
the, loom of te armored c.1em
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something else. This can be ascertained readily when you
understand-that the commander of Task Force 3-141 was Lieutenant
Colonel Federico Lopez III and the operations officer was Major
Hector Campos. The 2nd brigade, 49th Armored Division, is
headquartered In San Antonio. Its three battalions, numbered 1141, 2-141 and 3-141, find their units deeper and deeper into the
Rio Grande Valley. The 2nd Battalion, 141st Infantry is
headquartered in Corpus Christi, for example. The 3rd Battalion,
141st Infantry has units in McAllen, Rio Grand* City, Harlingen
and Brownsville. These units are filled with men with Spanish
surnames whose first laguage is Spanish.
They were A asetion in-Central America. Superficially,
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combet-arms training continued the next

year as General Gorman'

"c ontinuously rotating force

structure'' program grow to maturity. In 1986, the first combatarms unit to deploy to Central America was an artillery battery
from the 47th Infantry Division. This unit was from the artillery
battalion headquartered in Rock Island, Illinois. The idea was to
ship the unit's 105mm towed howitzers, the most basic kind of
artillery even in the Third World today, to Honduras and then for
the Guardsmen and the Nonduran army unit to train together using
the ammunition brought trap the United States. The next year,
that concept was ompaod When elements of the 28th Infantry
National Guard, deployed to Honduras
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While the Tweans had establishe4 their own base camp just
three miles from the Nicaraguan border in the Choloteca Gap, the
Pennsylvania and Michigan artillery units trained at a Honduran
artillery base southeast of Tegucigalpa near Zambrano. Such
training was invaluable to the Nichiganders particularly because
at Zambrano they faced none of the environmental and noise
objections they are increasingly suffering from at hometown Camp
Grayling, Michigan. Generally, artillery ranges at U.S. Army
posts are highly regulated for both safety and environmental
reasons. Like the roadbuilding projects, such constraints are not
considered as Important in Central America.
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Perhaps more sigificant, the Pennsylvania and Michigan
Guardsmen, in addition to their own training, also conducted
artillery drills for their Wobduran hosts. The Nondurans
generally had not son 155b self-propelled howitzers. Third
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lrorought tu iater.oting attributes to this mission

(currently he is Supreme, A114od Commer-urope (comander of

NATO).

First, he strte4

his militory career in 1948 by

enlisting, in the Moehwc=setts Agm

National Guard. Second, he is

fluent in Spanish. Galvin perhaps is the most popular CINC-SOUTH
in recent years with local political leaders and military
commanders.
Because he spent his first two years as a member of the lst
Battalion, 1Slet Infantry in the Massachusetts National Guard,
Galvin always understood the value of the training taking place
in Nonduras and other countries (he received the 1950 National
Guard appointment to the U.S. Military Academy, graduating from
West Point in 1954). In 1987, 1988 and 1989, this additional
training consisted mainly of vastly increased engineer projects.
More than one battalion at a time was involved by now. Beginning
in 1987 and stetching into the future, Army National Guard
engineer brigedso are %be lead headquarters for these projects,
ed in 490. two brigde,hoodquarters, were isvolved, one on each
en
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Puerto Rico Army National

Guard: Thi- oacurre*Vorw a: arioty of reasons, CAPSONE
affili*tione for" ao e. 1anve

was 4"ther

because the

logistictans often had to dl withrthe POP or local officials.
However, as the

o.erUnfolded, two things hapPened. The Puerto

Rico Guard becameovortaxed in this area, to the detriment of its
normal training, so faded into the background to a degree.
Second, many more American Guardsmen were becoming sufficiently
fluent in S0anish so as to be able to do business in Central
America.
From the beginning, medical units and normal supply and
services units were heavily utilized. This ran all the way from
moss halls to bath tad shower units. Water purification elements
wore required. As noted above, medical units often supported
local medical care for host-nation personnel who hadn't seen a
doctor in their lives (these roads are in very remote areas
oftentimes). The reaction to the medical units prompted two
decisions. First, medical training was consciously scheduled
outside the requirements of the engineers or other units with
primary training missions. One thing that was found back in the
United States was the young physicians who might otherwise not be
interested in @uard memborship when it involves giving enlistment
phistoals or treating occasional training injuries can easily be
rcruted'to tard sorviet

when Third World medicine is the

attreetiem.
-As one noted to
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ft d'Mieal readiness exercise (NEDRMTE)

iNKnzas in ZIW-he Was seeingv diseases in the local people
that he had only read about in medical school. This was so much
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station. Thare aien't many cases
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~que and' incidence of Intestinal

parasites in 04 VR.B. p'4j0U'lions most American physicians see in

Ioftioe calls br even in tauner-city emerVOeIncy rooms. Dentists
don't normally, see in, the United States the kind of tooth and gum
deterioration they routinely encounter in a rural Honduran
village. 7The IENDRtfs scheduled beginning in 1987 and continuing
to -date are an attempt to address health needs in rural Honduras
and Guatemala in a way the local governments and officials
cannot.
For starters, a N11bRTR by definition as practiced in

SOIYTICOV occurs in a village that is not reachable by road. All
the personnel are flown in by helicopter for the day's
activities. Normally, the site is set up "County fair'' style.
The Honduran military in in charge of the notification of the
local mayor and the cititons of the surrounding area a few weeks
in advance. What often occurs is people walking several days to
attend tite WORM.
Firot stat1 In *bst VMO1Y3

is the dentist. Only one

procedere normlly is undertaken: extraction. because many
Contral Amiericans chow sugar cane, their incidence of extreme
tooth &emay is very high. Most have never seen a dentist before.
04tftd stop A0*%W1%yi* a ddion

aEdiffel.

vio admitlaters a deworming

ftttya" tit" -*As 4tuft (it io a

fteamy liquid in a

small cup),

including the corpsman and the medical personnel at

the end of the day.
While the people are going through the various stations at
the KSDRD

, their animals are treated outdoors (KBDRTETs often

utilize the local church, sometimes the only substantial building
in a village} for these various stations. A veterinarian works on
the horses and cattle. They are dewormed and sprayed for pests.
There is no sense in deworalnq the people if you don't deworm the
livestock living just outside their front doors.
The people, and the large numbers of children are very
obvious here, go through the various points of the MBDRITH to
include viewing a video tape on personal hygiene and basic
preventive medicine information. This can include such things as
the importance of boiling water and ways to avoid intestinal
parasites that so debilitate and reduce the people's energy
levels. As one local official once told me, many Central
Americans do not realize that they were suffering for years from
intestinal worms, reducing their energy levels by 25 percent or
more, until they have gone through one MUDRRTI and regained their
strength. The penultimate station in the HUDR T

is the medical

officer (M.D.), who handles more serious diagnoses that the nurse
or the physicians' assistant at the earlier stations cannot

treat. The last stop is thet pharmacy, where a three-month supply
of the doctor's prescription is handed out free.

0O*
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asWt of4Army Guard training in Central American

"hat camaLong with the estiaesr exercises, but which has

Walpande4 in the last couple years, is military police operations.
maptioped at the outset, in the first yeari. the PDF provided
the- $0OW,*tty for the. 11lmo,4e Mariate base camp.

No American Mis

were utilted. nor, would, they have been allowed, at that point.
Today,

most of Utheaecuity beth of base camps and along the

road-buil101Ag sites is Aray Guard military police who are

deployed o* much the seine basis as the engineers or other
personnel. They receive a unique training experience, in doing
what they ore supposed to do in a military setting: guard
operational sites and provide road security along supply routes
and other road networks. 13J1
Today, Army Guard Mis also are a daily presence at Fort
Amador in the Canal Zonea. Two such lEPs had an interesting
experience the week of Christmas 1988 while walking along the
Fort Amador sidewalk on their way to their duty station of the
day, the front gate. Tip pulled a white van with several chase
cars. The, back doors swung open and out popped General Noriega.
He wanted to talk with them. After a short chat in Spanish (both
were Florida Guardsmen), back into the van he went and the convoy

sped of f to the Panamanian side of the post. To say that the
Guardsmen were surprised, slightly shaken and totally amazed
understates the case completely.
It my be less well known among Americans generally, but two

ether type

of smal

guard units also have been players in the

Central Amorloan story diaring the decade. These are public
aft air dtachments (PAD) and boans * The bated,

of course, are

UtilisoW as a good-Y 1l inintrine~t, and have performed in all the
countriS of the ftg*W plus Seim In South Aeftis.

"An Army band

is composed of about 45 musicians. Often it is a very
professional operation with a waiting list for enlistment and
very long tenures among the members. The bandmaster of the
Wisconsin Army Guard band is an associate professor of music at
the University of Wisconsin, for example. The bandmaster in Texas
is a high school band teacher in a large high school. The vocal
soloist in New York performs routinely in Broadway musicals. The
commander of the Air Guard band in New York heads the
entertainment and media operation for the United Methodist
Church's national headquarters there. And so it goes.
The activities of the public affairs units is even more
opaque, to some degree intentionally both by themselves and by
the National Guard Bureau. Politically, "public

relations''

operations never have enjoyed as much support as infantry or
artillery, for obvious reasons, although the PAD's utility always
has boon obvious to commanders. A public affairs detachment is a
very specific type of Army unit; there are none of them in the
active Army. The Army National Guard has 52 of them, one in each
state and territory except the Virgin Islands and Guam. A PAD is
a 13-member unit commanded by a major with three captains and the
remainder mostly senior NCOs. it is capable of putting out a
small newspaper, issuing press releases, conducting media tours
and producing radio and television materials. In many states,
suchmaits have a high degree of professionalism because they are
manned with civilian media professionals: newspaper reporters,
tolevision anchormen, corporate public relations operatives, etc.
htis activity is worth mentioning because the Department of
DefewK bas uttlized these Guard (and there are 19 Army Reserve

PADS,

too) eXtensively Since 1983 in attempting to tell the

military story from Central America to the.American public. Often
this has had a very local-asoct'to it because the PAD is
normally from Dos Moines or Madison or Rapid City or Albuquerque.

They do not attempt to market their products to the national
networks or to the maljor medis-markets in Now York, Washington or
Los Angeles. Thus, television viewers in Dal-las or Des Moines may

know more about the National.Guard's presence in Central America
than do the citizens of Boston or New York.

What also is truer is that the Guard deployments became
embroiled in the purely political question of aid to the contras.
Although the Guard never has had any role or mission with the
contras, nonetheless such a connection can be made conveniently
in fiction. So it was that ABC-TV obtained a made-for-TV movie in
1988 called ''Weekend War,'' a none-too-subtle throwback to the
1960s epithet about the Guard and Reserve. As a grade-B movie,
this film succeeds. Am documentary, which tends to be the way ABC
ftteated it, it is false.

"WVeekend

War"' aired on ABC-TV in February 1989. It

contained more backneyed cliches about the National Guard than

any reet effort by any medium. At the same tims, this film and
seme.of the hoopla that surrounded it

about Omen

pointed up some factors

tr'aining in Central America that are worth

604ms the gat that this film aired one,might before
Ahe Ident Rea

6ellvdued a broadoast address advocating

additional aitd to the 'Nictraan~ contras, 'Weekend War''
provided interesting evidelnce of where the national broadcast
media are bhaddi& tbe deate over this nations$Latin

American

policy.
Most GuardMuse

-Weekend War,'' were off ended to

who viewed

greater or lesser: degreies 1by this 1%40s, mien as exemplified by
the sloppy -troops, the long hairiand the appearance of slack
discipline. for most of us, theme hackneyed stereotypes were
never true of our units, even 20 years ago. Certainly, they are
not true today. Actually, such of what transpired in the early
moments of the film reminded one of the height of the antiVietnam protests of 20 years ago.
It also goes without saying, at least for those of us who
are familiar with today's National Guard training in Latin

America, that our primary mission is roadbuilding and medretes in
Panama, Honduras, Scuador and El Salvador. We have never built
airfields

--

although this is a widely held belief in the liberal

and religious community.
That the producer and actors in this film are our nonfriends
is shown by their statements in the promotional interviews prior
to its airing. Actor Charles Said, who portrayed the first
sergeant, said:

"'

%Weekend War' in probably the most courageous

atteimpt by a network to take a stand. The thing that's
fascinating about this entire event is that they made a very
specific film with a veryspecific mege about our involvement
In Central America. The film ..
ifl"SIV~sdow

A .~l.

.

talks about Nenduras, Nicaragua,

fte contras, 'the Sandiaistes,

drug traffic .

.

asItoly, resl~stic film about a realistic

.it's

IbTis film wans ftat~oUr wrong

on

so

many counts as to be

ridiculous. About the only thing true to life, about it

is the

fact that the National Guard deploys units to Honduras for
engineer training. There are two good things to be said for it,
however. First, this is a free country and these men are free to
express their opinions, even if they are factually erroneous

--

and intentionally so in this case. The second is that it succeeds
as fiction, which gets us to the combat-arms conclusion:
That conclusion is a firefight between the California Army
National Guard engineer platoon sent to repair a bridge and some
hazy group of revolutionaries who attack a Honduran village.
Since Honduras has no indigenous counterinsurgency, neither from
the right nor the left, who could these guerrillas be? They can't
be the contras because the contras wouldn't be attacking U.S.
forces. That only leaves the Sandinistas. Is it the producers'
assertion that the Nicaraguan Army is invading Honduras to attack
American national Guardsmen?

aut as fiction precedes fact, it is a fact that the National
Guard was blooded in combat in Central America in December 1989
in OPSMAIGH JWU

-CAUB3., 14) Military Police companies from

-Miaeeta and ftossori found themselves on lon-scheduled routine
rotetie
latoorabO t

to -tt

Imador incsaral Panama City. both units were
erto

te ,a
the V.

AUi$4IWWg wiWth th
261a*wai 30addift

OWIY.

a

heU.

leladgiven eombat
AVmY forces frtom the United

theiri Smal~a A-70 prwovife4 the air cover

and the close air support for the invading U.S. Army troops from
Fort Jraw and Ver

f d.

Ihey were in the thick of the early

December 20 fighting (-15).
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Last Plane Out,'' National Guard, April 1982, pp.

[31 Perhaps this is the place to make the point about the
differences between the National Guard in the United States and
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This reflects the fact that in some countries the military and
the police are one organization. The national guard of a small,
Latin American country is little nore than a constabulary
designed to keep the pUblie peaae. Since many of these nations,
Costa Rica being perhaps the best example, have few if any
threats ften a md, they hae little need for a big Army.
However, such'nations have all the normal needs for police
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Quoted in National Guard, January 1989, p. 113.

[5) Virtually all Air Force A-7s are in the Air Guard. The
U.S. Navy has a carrier version of the A-7, the A-78, which is in
general use for much the some mission as the Air Guard: close air
support. It often is said that the Air Guard has taken to the
air-to-ground mission more willingly than the active Air Force
because it so often is commanded by Army generals at the state
and national levels. The Air Fores tends to put higher priority
for its fighter units on air superiority, not necessarily a
wrong-headed decision since it is difficult if not impossible to
conduct close air support and battlefield air interdiction until
air superiority is gained over the battlefield.
(6] Colonel N.D. NcGlasson, "Anywhere,
National Guard, September 1985, pp. 28-31.

Anytime in a C-97,''

(71 The Department of Defense and the Air Force have made
the conscious decision to utilize Air Force airlift aircraft (C-5
and C-141 in this case) to haul equipment. Troops will go by
chartered airliner: a DC-10 will hold 360 soldiers with personal
effects, while a C-141 will hold only about 180 when configured
for passengers; the C-5 and C-141 really are designed for cargo,
not personnel.
(8) General Temple, promoted to lieutenant general and chief
of the National Guard Bureau in 1986, retired on January 31,
1990.
(91

Captain Jean Marie Brawders,

'The Lone Star Division at

91G P1NB III,'' National Guard, October 1985, pp. 12-19.
(101 National Guard, August 1986, pp. 16-22.
(111 Conversation with Major General William J. Jefferds,
Fort Runter-Liggett, California, July 1987. At the time, Jefferds
was commander of the 40th Infantry Division. Today he is deputy
adjutant general of California.
(123

Tagt Michael Tyson, National Guard, Nay 1988, pp. 20-

22.
£131 First Lieutenant Pamela A. Kane, "'Fuertos Caninos: The
UP Mission is a 24-Eour Operation,'' National Guard, May 1988,
pp. 14-16.
[143 fhe difference between an "exercise'' and an
'operation'' is that an wercise is for training and in an
operaties is conbt.
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TRAINING

The origins ad tie leal epplication of state control and
the legislation Coangras

adopted originate in the U.S.

Constitution. The pertinent semtions are in the legislative
article, Article 1, Section 8, paragraphs 15 and 16, which state:
"(151 To provide for the calling forth of
the militia to eXecute-the laws of the union, suppress
insurrections and repel invasions;
"'J16 to provide for organizing, arming and
disciplining the militia and for governing such part of
then as may be employed in the service of the United
States, reserving to the states respectively, the
appoi ment of offisers, and the authority of training
the militia according to the discipline prescribed by
Congress."
In the ensuing 202 years, these two paragraphs have caused
great difficulties. First, it should be noted that the federal
government either found it impossible or very difficult to use
the National Guard in the Spanish American War and World War I
because of the provisions of paragraph 15. It took the Dick Acts
of 1903 and 1906 plus the National Defense Act of 1916 to permit
the mobilization of the Guard in 1917 and even then whole units
were ""drafted. '

A final solution was not found until the

National Defense act of 1933 that created the National Guard of
the United States as a parallel and,

_

as a practical matter,

_

identical organization with the historic organized militia. It is
from this that the

-dual role'

of the Guard comes into being

and the fact that every Guardsman since then has taken a dual
oath of office, one to the federal government swearing to obey
the president, and the other swearing to obey his governor.
Of course.

$ n the beginning of the Republic, there was

little difficulty with all this. The great threat to the new
United States was invaseinby England, which occurred in the War
of 1,812. A tlp of the coming problem came in the Mexican War of
1846 when Guard units were not used inside Mexico. Because these
were quiet times exeept for the American Civil War in the middle
of the 19th Century, nothing was done to either correct or change
the basic militia law enacted in 1792, and it was not changed or
touched until 1903.
One historical aside that bears

noting here, however, is the

fact that the Congress and successive administrations seemed to
have a clear idea what they were doing in all this. An example is
the Posse Comitatus Act of 1878, a law that remains essentially
unchanged to this day. It states that regular troops cannot be
utilized in law enforcement within the U.S. borders. However, the
Guard can because it is under the command of the governors in
peacetime. The law grew out of Reconstruction and the railroadstrike riots of 1877. The elected officials of that day believed
law enforcement in the newly emergent South and in the major
Northern cities with railroad unions was the business of the
governors,

not the federal government and certainly not the

regular Army.
(A further aside bore is

that there never has been any

controvewY over who'has 'the authority to commission officers in
th Natidn*l GiNet. N
W flormer chief of the National Guard
Dure
oOu
put
,it,'thI i
~no
power in heaven or on earth
that can force a governor to commission an officer he does not
want in hi6.etInalu

Guatt. No regular officer has ever suggested

to the contrary.

As mentioned above,, the Dick Acts of 1903 and 1908 stemmed
from the fiasco that attended the mobilization for the Spanish
American War in 1898. Among other thingg, what President McKinley
found was that the Natiolaal Guard was not available for
deployment to Cuba. Many individual Guardsmen volunteered and
participated in that war. Guard units did not, at least formally.
After the nearly total participation of militia regiments in the
Civil War on both sides of the conflict, this had to come as a
considerable shock.
The formulation of the major changes in National Guard legal
underpinnings cane about because of two men who came to office
immediately after the Spanish American War in the first Roosevelt
administration. These wore Soe*tary of War Blihu Root and U.S.
Representative CharleotN. Dick of Ohio, later a U.S. Senator from
that state. Dick'w"

a gesulne var hero who fought with Roosevelt

in Cuba. No "a eleoted to the Coagress on such a platform. Also,
tterd to his hoe state, he became

when
n he

enetl
MN*

of t06 Ohio Nationtl
*gafal

UtIdui0

J__

in

the commanding

tftd ad ultimately was promoted to

1901, he a16 was eleetedpesideat

0A Maiatlen
It

d|thO

llted St6e5 (GAUB),

of the
which

I

had be n founded

n1-878 for the very purpose of getting

lsgaltion pAeed to fix

the difficulties that had become

apparent to Guard leaders a& a result of. en* tment of Posse
Conitatus.
Root and Dick set to work on the first of their legislative
reforms. About the same time, Dick became chairman of what we
would know today as the House Armed Services Committee. By 1908,
when the second "Dick

Act'' was enacted, he was chairman of the

same committee in the U.S., Senate.
Among other things, the Dick Acts specified that the
National Guard (aS it had become known universally by that time)
was the legal successor to the organized militia referred to in
the Constitution, that it could be a federal force, and that
vastly increased federal resources would be provided to include
regular Army trainers, the opportunity for annual field training
at an active Army installation and vastly increased quantities of
federal equipment, such as artillery pieces and individual
weapons. One of the major benefits of the legislation was the
standardization of such individual weapons in the form of the
Springfield rifle. [1)
And then, of course, the National Defense Act of 1916, in
addition to suppeely clarifying the president's authority to
mobillse the National Guard and deploy it overseas, brought drill
pay. A fereciom coatroversy consumed the Guard leadership of the
time b eine
ed4s

teLr

peonetme,

teditional

Guardsmen at the state level jealously

eutonqf ead the localnese of Guard units in
%S ,the Loda-wre -to write the paychecks,

then --

",hejL- t weat to check, atteqdanwe, And with the

gI

#*Orly incr4*idd provision of federal equipment came

atountaity

fer 'tht

States ft+per y

equipment and the creation of the United

tiitcal Officer (VwPlPO)

system in

1920 that

edt*btisbed i Vbtion*l Guard colonel on federal active duty in
each state as the legal custodian of all federal property and the
guarantor of fedfal resources.

In the aftermath of World War I and the eventual requirement
to draft whole units into the U.S. Army in 1917, it took Congress
15 years to get around to the-present-day

-fix''

of the system

that created the National Guard of the United States as a
parallel to the National Guard of the states as the militia. That
came in 1933. Little attention was paid to that enactment of the
71st Congress until recently. It was under the authority of this
act that the 1940-41 mobilization for World War 11 occurred. The
entire Guard and Reserve were mobilized beginning in September
1940 and ending in April 1941 and then extended on active duty in
October 1941 based on that provision. Similarly, mobilizations
occurred in 1950, 1961 and 1968 based on the 1933 law.
A less-well-known set of changes to the laws governing the
Guard and Reserve came in 1952 with the Armed Forces Reserve wt
of that year. To some degre-this legislation stemmed from the
varioes studieG an oitrovesie

ubabbtlfttif fiom
cureorit

orld War I1. It is worth reciting very

hrd'thi" the active military establishment had
deactivate the units of the former

t6
Ober*ly 4dt4mineA In 1144
t!tivm

I

that had attended the

414

o"s0

aim

tih

iry
, tw recamtitute the reserve

coaPOQ*Uts for the Post-war era ini the United States as a purely
900r,04. organization without any state, control. The National

Guard, if any were to exist. would be a purely state constabulary
commanded by the governor with no federal responsibilities or
resources*
It seems the regular establishmont, believed it could get
away with this because most of the Guard wasn on active duty
deployed overseas fighting the war. What they forgot or ignored
was the fact that Major General Ellard A. Walsh, longtime
adjutant general of Minnesota and the NGkU3 president, had been
mobilized and than immediately mustered out of federal service
even though he was taken onto active duty in 1940 as commander of
the 34th Infantry Division. Medical reasons were given as the
rationale. Walsh devoted the next 10 years of his life in the

twilight of his career to defeating the goals of such regulars as
General Leonard Wood and General Lesley C. McNair to federalize
the National Guard after the war. Although all Guard units were
deactivated overseas and the former Guardsmen sent home
individually, Wood and McNair did not succeed in their post-war'

aims. Walsh and the returned Major General Milton A. ReckordC2l,
adjutant general of Maryland from 1930-40 and 1946-56, succeeded
in convincing Congress and the civilian secretariat that a

revitalized National Guard was important and necessary.
Emevawr, sobh a system needed some legislative revision and
that cow A& 1 a after several years effort. The Armed Forces
Menew Aft, of IM
ww*veame

contained many provisions. At the time, many

for owec important then the onae that promptel the

owdsevewr, mwe. hAbs. 10 yoara, later. The item In question is

section 672(bY aG (d). of:;titl*-32 of the U.S. Code. which state
that tM* OM~erne.14LonSftt is required for his Guardsmen to

864h a9A vftry **der for a Guardsman to do anything,
including be O*t~'.oarties the liftie-at the bottom: -"By order
of the Governot;-'

AS a ptactical matter,

this only such order any

governor ever att*Ads to persaally is the appoivutAent of his

adjutant generar or,- depentding on the individual governor and
circunotancet in an individual *tote, other general officers,
whereas dozens of such orders grind out of a National Guard
headquarters each'day ordering this or that individual or groups
of Guardssen to this or that duty near and far, all

-by order of

the governor."
Why bring the governor into this?
That question perplexed one and all in 1986 when the whole
issue of the governor's consent cam* to the front burner. Walsh
and Reckord, the gurus of the time

there was little full-time

--

lobbying for the Guard in those days

--

were long since dead.

Searches of the Congressional Record, KATIONAL GUARD magazine and
other sources came up dry, as did a cursory examination of
Walsh's papers, which are archived at the Historical Society of
the Nilitia,and the National Guard. finally, the question was
posed-to Colonel Allan G. CrIstC3J

*

founding editor of NATIONAL

GUAMD ufsftne ad"retired to Camp Rill, Pennsylvania,
a"d by this, Wwm
coudiftle,

Is failing health. Notwithstanding his frail

Criet fired bask & two-paged single-spaced letter by

?etuLtaAL NOUl
meig
i

0

since 1974

f~lwad'wW7

L&. etfeot,
sb suinw-w&

'Z don'It exactly remember,
wiwwatoms

reolcinof

but

events 34 years earlier from which the reader could extract four
-peJfia reasons why Walsh and Reckord acted as. they did. E41 The
most important of these seemed to be the iet that the chief of
staff-of the Air Force at the,time, General Carl "'Tooey''
Speast,

,was atfeapting to gain operational control of the new Air

National Guard founded in 1948, and the Guards leadership was
determinod to oppose hL.

Since the A*:r Guard was far more prone

and likely to be deploye4 overseas, it was this that prompted the
language. Overseas-doploymonts for an -Unmobilized Army Guard were
more or less unthinkable in that era.
Even though all these governors had the authority to refuse
overseas deployments from 1952 on, none ever (so far as anyone
knows) refused a deployment until the mid-1980s when Governor
George Deukmajian of California acted as noted below. This even

included the vast utilization of the Air Guard during Vietnam
when countless C-97 cargo missions were flown by unmobilized Air
Guard units from the United States to Tan Son Nhut Air Base and
back with not a peep even from such governors as might have been
politically opposed to that war. Of course, if we could ask them,
Walsh and Reckord probably would have told us -- they of the
nearly lifetime tenure of adjutants general in those days -- that
this authority wasn't a political statement designed for a
partisan governor, but rather an authority designed to permit the
adjutant general to command the National Guard of his state.
This was the way it was used in California in 1985 when
General Temple reohed out while he was lirector of the Army
National Guard to his old outfit, the 40th Infantry Division, to
preside the axser"

task force to train the Honduran Army in

_________

BIG

PINS 11. The mitsion. that year was for the United States Army to
Ordvide k tanka6haivy, meehanixed lakintty task force to simulate
a inA016in of N6*64#as by the Wliaraquan akmy, which had
r~eektlI taken~dlvr

o

oe~5

tanks. The Cholotsca Cap in

souithern ff~hdur&4u prov*idis an avenuie of approach through

otherwise iepable

terrain. The 6aetcise area was within a

handful of miles of .Nicaragua. An invasion of Honduras by

Nicaragua was by no means a far-fetched Idea in those years
(indeed, it

occurred briefly about a year later requiring

deployment of a brigade each of the 82nd Airborne Division and
the 7th Infantry Division to convince the commandates to withdraw
back to Nicaragua) because of the contra presence on the southern
Honduran border and the general international aggressiveness of
the Sandinista regime from 1979 until the late 1980s. The
Honduran army, on the other hand, was entirely a light infantry
force ill-equipped on a number of levels but particularly illtrained in anti-armor tactics and techniques.

The refusal of Governor George Deukmajian to deploy the
Third Brigade of the 40th Division had no political spin.
Deukmajian is a Republican. The California adjutant general of
that tine, Major Genert! Willard Shank, had been an assistant
attorney general under Deukeajian when Deukmajian was Governor

Ronald

*aan's attorney general. Although the communication to

the chief of the National Guard Barvau. Lieutenant General Emett
ff. Walker Jr. at the time, was couched In the nane of the
governor as it had to be, the facts revealed several years later
revolved around the Shank's and the division commander, Major
GemealifWill

aIfftrds,

ftw* thint the division would lose a

major.batch of equippont
the armored b t'a;ns
the U-48A5, tank,

f the deployment occurred.-At the time,

of t#e 40th Division were oquipped with

a. Kopow War-vimagw- tank vqstjy. improved and

upgunned over the Tars. The unit that eventually participated,
from the 49t# Armored Piv4asion. of Texas,

was equipped with M-60

tanks. M-484.5 tanks were and are widely marketed to Third World
countries; M-60s are not

--

at least were not then. Shank

believed. perhaps erroneously, that-the Californians might be
ordered to leave the 60 or more M-48s they were to deploy behind
for the HonduranArmy. It would have been highly unlikely that M60s would be left behind, even the original 1963 versions that
would be deployed being the basic building block for the M-60A3
tank that remains state-of-the-art and in production at the
Anniston Army Depot today.C51
It seems fair to say at this point that when the 49th
Armored Division got the call, the governor of Texas, Hark White,
was less than enthusiastic. He was acting in the same political
milieu that prompted Brennan, Kunin, Dukakis, Perpich & Co. to
utilize the state-control issue for political mileage. However,
Texas is not Maine or Massachusetta, and White eventually agreed
to the mission, traveling with the units to Central America. When
he returned home, he said he was convinced the training was
out-standing, the trip worthwhile and the whole thing justified.
Dukd Is, Perpich and Celeste never agreed to the same thing. All
remain cmitted opponents of National Guard training in Central
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And. second, the Montgomery

Amendment was very carefully inserted into title 10 of the U.S.
Code, which governor the armed forces, not title 32, which governs
the National Guard in peacetime. All Guard deployments overseas

are written on title 10 orders.
It

might be noted here that when Governor Perpich spoke out

and acted as he did, the Joint Chiefs of Staff reacted sharply.
Although some anger was expressed, the chiefs asked GEN1 John W.
Vessey Jr., JCS chairman from 1982-Se, who had Just retired, to
talk to the governor. Oeneral Vessey is a native of Minnesota and
had Just moved back there to begin his retirement. He said he
knew Governor Perpich well end believed he could change his mind.
He didn't. [73
Although Perpich objected to several Minnesota National

Guard deployments, particularly those of the 133rd Tactical
Airlift Wing, a C-130 unit, abd his public affairs detachment,
the moet substantial objection came from Governor Richard Celeste
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Governor James Rt. Thompson of Illinois had a somewhat
different views
"I know of no risk associated with going to
Honduras that would cause so to oppose the president's
actions. *y understanding is they are conducting
training exericaq which th~ey would conduct if they were
in Wisconsin, Honduras or whatever and that they are
building civil 'ianinstalliAtions. I don't see anything
wrong with that. At a minimum, I would have to have
fIlniMajor General Harold
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Holesinger) come and tell so he objected to their going
and give so a good reason for it, and we are a long way
from that.''[91
A certain amount of hooey also swirled up around the
deployments. Banly in the missions, opponents of U.S. involvement
in Ceatrol Ameria asoerted thet U.S. military training or
operatiose in X1 SWlvedor. Honduras and even Panama were another
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Perhaps the best example, the disinformation.,oCCort came from
State Regeaa~e8bsLevliu oW Chicagoo who sought and won
approval at on* point In putting a referendum issue on the
municipal ballot there asking whether the National Guard should
be sent to-Monduras to fight the Sandinistas. (Answer, NO,
obviously), Soe added at one point:

"In effect they (the Guard) are fighting an
undeclared war are trying to get around Congressional
opposition to administration policy. The road the Guard
is building in the mountains is not a farm-to-market
routt.as federal officials claim, but on* in which
tanks could travel in times of war. The people of
Illinois and this country do not wout another Vietnam.
They should have a say in this.''ClOJ
Because the news medis picked up and distributed most of the
these poli~tical statemata nationwide, and they were widely
publish"d and broadcast, it

4jdn't take other politicians long to
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it."
""You mean the governor?'' Levin asked incredulously.
'"Ibelieve he is the governor of Illinois, and I suspect he
is authorized to sign for the state,'' the NGAUS official said.
"'Oh,'' Levin replied.

'Thank you very such,'' and hung up

quickly.
Neighboring Iowa's experience was even more tortuous in that
notwithstanding the fact it is a very two-party state with a long
tradition of rural Republicanism, the liberal wing of its
Democratic Party has become highly radicalized due in part to the
role Iowa's election-yeaz ca

usea have grown to play in

presidential politics sice 1972. In 1966, the Iowa Army Guard
was tasked to deploy one oopanyvof its 224th Medical Battalion
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11-1/2. As the battalion commander, lieutonant Colonel Kenneth
Andreason, once noted to me (author Beveridge and Andreason
served together as captain& in Iowa's 234th Signal Battalion in
the early 1970s),

"'some drill weekends I think I had more news

media in the armory parking lot than. I had Guardsmen coming to

drill. ''
The experienoes of the 175th Tactical Airlift Group in
Baltimore a few years later weren't much different, although
Maryland has Democratic governor, William Donald Schaefer. As has
been true since at least 1970 and noted in detail in Chapter 2,
Air guard C-130 units have boon supporting U.S. Southern Command
and embassy resupply in Latin America for two decades. The Air
Guard*s numerous C-130 units have been providing this Panama

lotaties vitbout controversy or much coment for years. However,
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Schaefer, wb4ltk~gb he is a liberal Democrat also is
distinctly pro-milleit,

•

vehemently distanced himself from the

protest and said that when his National guard was scheduled for
overseas training, he supported that.
While Schaefer, Goveftor Anthony S. Earl of Wisconsin and
most Southern Democratic governors either kept hands off or
withheld very much comment about Central American deployments
(even Governor Mario Cuomo of New York, although initially
somewhat hostile, kept his counsel and is almost absent from the
public record on the issue), Governor Michael Dukakis found
himself at the forefront of the issue on several levels. For one,
by early 1986,

Governor Dukakis was well launched for what became

his 1988 presidential race. He was very actively campaigning in
Xowa and New

ampshire. One of his themes was criticism of

President Reagan's Central America policy and any sort of aid to
the contra rebels.

Of course, coming from Massachusetts Democratic politics,
Dukalki

it how found, himself in the mainstream of such political

activism. ta the bay State. Dukakis Is considered somewhat of a
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when"the Massachusetts National Guard's 65th Public
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i?" in 'i1S,Dukakii reacted quickly, saying:
''The reason for sending them down there is
to t"; wrong-ho*"d foreign policy in

Central America. ' ' [1l3

Oukakis the"Upfta

d

governors announcing thei

his name to' the short list of
refusal to permit their Guard units to

deploy to Central America. Upon filing his lawsuit in federal
court, Dukakis said:
-Reagan is determined to seek a military
rather than a diplomatic solution to our differences
with Nicaragua. But I an equally determined.''[12]
What was emerging was that Democratic governors, but
especially those running for president in 1988, were attempting
to make President Reagan's policy of opposing the Sandinista
government in Nicaragua and his support of the contra rebels into
a partisan issue -- as it was, of course, in Congress as well -but putting the National Guard in those states with governors of
that political view as the pawn. Or to put it another way, the
National Guard was becoming a political issue in a way that made
senior Guard leaders and Guardsmen generally very uncomfortable:
'"The Reagan policy in Central America is
poisoning bur domstic politics. 1, for one, an not
about to authorize pending our National Guard to
26frau to earrlt*out what I and other governors
believe is a failed and illegal policy.''[133
Svity few ohbr goveftors, that is. After General Walker's
pt'aeatitatt
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1986 and a S*ilsr

presentation to the same group the next year

by -his succopoor. Geeral. T mplo, voery- little was beard f rom any

g-ovesrnor-exopt-foar the six. 3onwtbelosa, in tbe euperheated
political atmosphere in Iowa in the spring of 1988, where the
caucuses make *gwand, break many prosidential candidacies,
Dukakis aired a series of television spots'decrying President

Reagan I Central America ppqqicios, and suggesting that the
National Guard's role in Honduras was not training, but rather
support of the contras.

-I believe these National Guard people

are not down there learning to build roads,'

he said. (141 Like

erl's comment about his infantry brigade (see below), Dukakis'
views had nothing to do-with keeping the Massachusetts National
Guard at home or with training, per so. It had much to do with
Central America.
-I would not object to sending state
reserves (sic) to other parts of the world. I would
have no objection to them going to another theater.
.The Reagan Administration is using the National Guard
training in Central America as a part of the illadvised and illegal-strategy to overthrow the
Nicaraguan government at a time when our neighbors in
Central America are working hard to bring Nicaragua to
the bargaining table and put an end to the war
there.' '(153

The only cross-Oorder incidents involving national forces
were two by the tandinista army in 1987 and 1989. Except, of
course, the contras *storing their own country from Honduras and
Coate Rt~oa. WiLth;,;ew

oeptions, the contras were Nicaraguan

citizens who had taken up arm for a variety of reasons against
the 1979,revoluttom iw their country. In any event, the only role
the
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That Democratic governors in the 19808 felt Some politiCal

pressure to oppo~e, bord.deplaoyments
Visconija's

Gover0ot Earl, defeated in the 1986 election on other

grounds.,enoted'that
Germany'

in5 a fact, however.

"r gues
*s no one opposes deployments to

when comq~uting on the impending deployment of the 32nd

Infantry briq~d* of Wisconsin to Exercise REFORGER '86 in the

federal Republic of Germany. Earl went on to note, however, that
when a Wisconsin engineer company had been sent to Panama a year
earlier, he had received some protests from his ultra-liberal
supporters suggesting he withhold any Central America deployments
to register a protest against President Reagan. Earl added that
Major General RAymond A. Hfaters, adjutant general of Wisconsin
from 1279-90, had fully briefed him on all such deployments,

explained the rationale, and that he (Earl) would continue to
support tba&. Like Th~as Governor White, Earl believed the
%r&i43

vqilue, Iof te deploysents far outweighed the highly

t~j~aLte

I .1,444a gJain that couald be realized from one

£1A*Sblk p4 om th*e Aitioxal political stage. But, Earl

q~t~oa4z
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A

ratia p ltiaians had to be cognizant of

the political sinefield. the whole superheated Central America

situation brought to the political dialogue because it was those

selfsame ultrelibiral political operatives in the states who had
boon at the forefront of the Anti-Vietnam protests 15-20 years

earlier that had brought so many Democrats to political power in
the 1970s, inciuding Earl.[161

NOTES TO CHAPTER 3
(1] Since the First Muster of the National Guard in 1636,

one of the abiding problems was lack of uniformity in individual
weapons. During its ftrst,139 years, this was not of critical
importance because militia units Were strictly local. George

Washington, in attempting to reconcile the various militia units
that joined him for the Revolution, had to face this problem. The
Civil War solved it in a way again, but the evolution of firearms
during the 19th Century always created the problem of some
militiamen having the latest in riflery but some having ancient
models. The attempt to bring the National Guard more completely

into the military establishment, begun in 1878 and finally
accomplished for the purpose of weaponry in 1908, was a
continuing theme of these years.
E23 Like Walsh, Reckord was mobilized onto active duty in
1940-41, he as commander of the 29th Infantry Division. Many
Guard division commanders were relieved for one reason or another
during the war, as was Reckord. Unlike most of the others,
however, Rackord was immediately assigned a highly visible and
very prestigious position as provost marshal of the European
theater, a member of Dwight D. Eisenhower's primary staff.

(33 Colonel Crist died in September 1989.
(43 Letter to the author, January 22, 1987.
(51 Although it is widey believed generally that the M-lAl
is the tank currently in production in Warren, Michigan and Long
tachCaULfornia, the Army continues to modify the M-60 and N60Al tank fleet to the V-60A3 configuration. The M-60A3 contains
many of th&e mieLsed features of the N-1 including the
stabilised cheesis, laser range finder, tank thermal sight and
a" Lire control sysyem. The major differance is the
c
utef1*,
ground speed.

(
[4
Kopplin, gerald, tlnited Press International, St. Paul,
gepeqbe 36, iRSI.

(7) Interview with GEN John A. Wickham Jr., chief of staff
of the Amqy 1983-87, in his office at the A~rmed Forces
Communications and Electronics Aussociation,. of which he is
president, May 17, 1989. It night be noted that General Vessey
enlisted in Readquarters ad Headquarters Battery, 59th Field
Artillery, Minnesota National Guard, in 1939. H served with that
unit, a part of the 34th Infantry Division, after it was
mobilized in 1941 throughout World War 11, earning a battlefield
commission on the Anxio beachhead in 1944 after having attained
the rank of first sergeant. By 1982 when he had achieved 43 years
of military service (he enlisted when he was 16), General Vessey
believed his career was complete; he was vice chief of staff of
the Army and had been a full general for five years. He received
a call to the White House for an interview with President Reagan,
which he believed to be a retirement courtesy meeting. The
president told him he intended to nominate him to be chairman of
the Joint Chiefs of Staff, the highest military position in the
Free World. General Vessey said he need an hour to talk to his
wife, Avis, who already was working on their move back to Crow
Wing County, Minnesota, where they had purchased a retirement
home. When he reached their quarters at Fort McNair and General
Vessey reported these developsment, Mrs. Vessey said, ''John, God
is punishing you for lying about your age and enlisting in the
Minnesota National Guard.'' President Reagan's choice was highly
unexpected in Washington and the Department of Defense. The
president explained he wanted a 'mud soldier'' (Vessey was a
veteran of World War 11, Korea and several tours in Vietnam, the
last as commander of 4th Infantry Division artillery. It always
was interesting after General Vessey became chairman that he
usually wore the 34th Division patch as his combat patch on his
right shoulder.
(81 United Press International, Columbus, March 21, 1988.
(9] Knowles, Carol, United Press international, Springfield,
July 9, 1987.
(10] Ibid.
(111 Boston Globe, March 16, 1986, p. 45.
(121 Boston Globe, April 16, 1986, p. 15.

(131 Boston Globe, June 12, 1986, p. 23.
(141 Boston Globe, January 26, 1988, p. 18.
(151 Ibid.

(161 Conversation with author Beveridge in Washington, D.C.,
February 27, 1986.
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The Nontgomery Amendment

The threat posed by the Wilson-Gramm amendment coupled with
the emerging perception among Guard leaders that force structure
could begin to vanish -- and certainly unit activations and
conversions to new equipment would halt -- prompted intense

discussions about what to do. Notwithstanding General Walker's
assurances that he had the authority to discipline the system, it
was concluded that legislation was the answer. This was
particularly so because National Guard Bureau leaders as well as
the NGAUS leadership were confident of their ability to persuade
Congress to adopt the modest

'fix''

deemed required to deflect

the governor's ability to utilize Central American deployments
for political purposes while retaining the broader gubernatorial
command of the Guard in peacetime.
This is one reason why the simple solution of just repealing
sections b and d of section 672 was rejected. Not only would that
have been a direct slap at the governors by emasculation of a
very noticeable element of their authority, but it also would
have obviated the one really valid point of the 1952 intent, and
that was to assure a governor of the availability of his National
Guard when he needed it for state purposes. No voice in the
Department of Defense ever was heard to suggest that a training

deployment to Central American or anywhere else would take
precedence over a governor's requirement for his Guardsmen for
missions like the San Francisco earthquake or Hurricane Hugo or
even much lesser missions deemed important by a governor for
state purposes.
Thus. the genesis of Section 672(f). The simplicity of its
approach was that it maintained all the previous authorities, but
only stated that no governor could withhold a unit from
deployment on account of ''location, purpose, type or schedule''
of such deployment.''
Representative G.V.

'Sonny'' Montgomery (D-Mississippi)

introduced the amendment in the House of Representatives.
Montgomery, of course, is a retired Mississippi National Guard
brigadier general and is known on Capitol Hill as the principal
advocate of the Guard and Reserve. This is so much so that many
members of Congress defer to his judgment on Guard matters. The
late-summer 1986 crisis-abuilding came somewhat late in that
year's legislative cycle. The Defense authorization bill already
had been forwarded by the House Armed Services Committee and was
.awaiting debate in the full House. So the Montgomery Amendment
came as a floor amendment. It was debated in the late afternoon
of August 14, 1986 and passed 261-159. Leading the opposition
during about 30 minutes of debate was Representative Patricia
Schroeder (D-Colorado), who expressed many of the liberal

Democratic complaints about Guard training in Central America and
objections to President Reagan's policies there.
The amendment was not contained in the Senate's Defense
authorization bill, but it was incorporated in the authorization

bill that emerged from Senate-House Conference Committee and was
part Of the Authorization Act signed into law by President Reagan
in September 1986.

Enactment of the Montgomery Amendment had the gratifying
effect of quieting almost instantly all the anti-Guard noise at
the Pentagon. Senior service leaders said they were satisfied
with the outcome, the language and their perception that it would
do the job. General Wickham agreed, saying that any serious
efforts to withhold equipment deliveries or "pull

the rug out

from under'' Guard force structure were deflected with
Congressman Montgomery's efforts. General Wickham clearly
displays great faith in the Mississippian, saying he is ''the
stalwart for those of us in uniform,'' adding:
''At
belief that it
throughout the
of relief that
us.''()

the time, we were generally of the
did solve the problem. I believe that
Department of Defense there was a sigh
this basically put the problem behind

Montgomery added:

''It's worked perfectly. Nobody's tried to
get around it. They've challenged it in court, but as
far as interpretation about whether we can do this or
that, from the government we've had no problems

whatsoever. In fact, I think most governors were glad
to see it. It takes it out of their hands, and they can
say, *they've taken it out of my hands. I can't stop
them from going to Central America. If I have an
emergency here, I can keep them back home. But I don't
have an emergency.' I think generally the governors

think it's okay.''[2)

Asked the services' reaction, Montgomery added:

'They were very fair about it. . . (but)
they were concerned about it. . . They felt that if

k4

they couldn't use6the~e Guardsmen where they were
needed in Central America, the whole force structure
,*wae,:iptroi~1e
45 perceat of the combat units and 35
percent of the missions...
I knew the threat was
there. They wouldn't have had any choice. Ultimately,
they would have had to change the force structure,
these Naional Guard units over to the (U.S. Army)
Reserve or to the active forces.''(31

The NGAUS' leaders always believed it was likely that at
least one of the handful of anti-Central America governors would
go to court. They were not disappointed. On January 22, 1987,
Governor Rudy Perpich of Minnesota filed suit in U.S. District
Court of St. Paul challenging the constitutionality of the
Montgomery Amendment, asserting it violates the Militia Clause of
the Constitution. This was followed by the suit filed by Governor

Michael Dukakis of Massachusetts on May 22, 1987, also
challenging the Montgomery Amendment.
Perpich had two units scheduled to deploy to Central
America: the 133rd Tactical Airlift Wing, a C-130 unit. It was
scheduled routinely for its VOLANT OAK rotation to Howard Air
Force Base, Panama, and support of U.S. embassies throughout
Latin America, including Nicaragua. Also scheduled from Minnesota
was its 113th Public Affairs Detachment. Since early in the
1980s, the National Guard Bureau has made extensive use of Public
Affairs Detachments from the several states in support of

SOUTECO.' '[4)

From Massachusetts, the deployment schedule was not a unit
from that states venerable 20th

-YAM

,''
Infantry Division, but

its 65ttr.?ublic Affairs

thebeightt of the, 16,

Detachment, to which Dukakis objected at
presidential campaign.

And well

he should.

Members of the 65th PAD sent back numerous articles and broadcast
clips etolling the vwlue of the training they observed in South
America and Honduras at the height of the 1981 northern Honduras
roadbuilding exercise that eventually linked Tegucigalpa with the

Caribbean coast for-the first time in history. The Massachusetts
PAD even received a glowing article from the Boston Globe, a
liberal newspaper that strongly favored Dukakis' presidential
campaign and gubernatorial record.

The existence of the Montgomery Amendment into the future
was not without one severe bump, however. This was Senator J.
James Exon's (D-Nebraska) attempt in 1987 to, in effect, repeal
it. Exon is not an opponent of U.S. policy in Central America, at
least in the aggregate. However, he proposed an amendment to the
Senate Defense authorization bill in 1987 that would have added
language reinstating state governors' authority to withhold
National Guard deployments overseas to which they objected unless
the president certified that national defense required such
deployments.
Guard leaders quickly ascertained that the effect of such
language would obviate the advantages of the Montgomery Amendment
--

without specitially repealing it. Rather, the practical

politicaloeftect would be to put the president in the position of
makdng hbi

own-political statement about the requirement for

nsetoml ,dewense

in places like Honduras where foreign policy

considerations and -- in the case of Central America -- Latin
American:

'sogo-

sensitivities

--

would never permit such a

declaration..
it. seems faeix to say that Exon didn't intend his, amendment
as negative to Central American deployments per se. Rather, he
has harbored, historimally, a firm belief in any governor's right
to command his own National Guard as he sees fit. He believes it
should require more than some Pentagon staff officer's whim to
overturn that prerogative. This is not a new view for Exon.
Exon is a former governor of Nebraska and was elected to the
U.S. Senate in 1974 from that office. When governor, he took his
command of the Nebraska National Guard seriously. In the summer
of 1973, at the height of the oil shock of that year, Exon
canceled the 67th Infantry Brigade's scheduled annual training at
Fort Carson, Colorado. He directed that the AT period be
conducted at home station for all units in order to save the fuel
the Guard units would require to convoy to Fort Carson and back
from Nebraska.

*'If

my Nebraska farmers don't have enough fuel to

dry their corn, then the Nebraska National Guard doesn't have
enough fuel to drive to Fort Carson.'' What connection the
availability of fuel for drying corn, mainly propane, had with
the diesel fuel the Nebraska Guard would need for its AT period,
both for convoy vehicles and its mechanized and armored
battalions, was never fully explained.
Guard comanders know such an order is devastating to
company- and battalion-sized units. The types of collective
training that normally are scheduled for AT cannot be conducted
at home station. Tank ranges, artillery ranges and maneuver areas

are not available even in local training areas, certainly not in

Nebraska, iihich hat 6o iubstantial Army posts. Some units were
nearly dAstibyd i
the draft- hid ended,

terms of 'personnel' and morale at a time when
were under intense pressure to
*ommanders

retain davartinJ Guartsmen and when recruiting was moribund due
to the end of the Vietnam War, the lack of any recruiting and
retention incentives (eventually enacted in 1979) and any other
incentive to be a Guardsmen. Strength plummeted, but even more so
in units abused with ineffective, dismal and worthless training.
It often is said that Guardsmen and soldiers generally will
thrive on tough, challenging and meaningful training. They will
leave in droves when they are ill-used and bored. So it was with
the canceled Nebraska Army National Guard AT of 1973.
Interestingly enough, the chief of the National Guard Bureau
at the time, Major General Francis S. Greenl-.ef, was a Nebraska
Guardsman himself, having enlisted in Company K, 134th Infantry
in 1940. It fell to him to try to discipline Governor Exon, an
old University of Nebraska friend. He tried.
He suggested, as did General Temple 15 years later, that he
would simply remove units from Nebraska if the commander-in-chief
of the Nebraska Army National Guard was unwilling to permit their
training according to the discipline established by Congress.
This discipline, as defined by General Greenlief and hundreds of
Guard leaders since then, is a training schedule that will best
prepare a unit for combat in the area of the world where it is
scheduled to deploy. This was a bit less specific in 1973 than it

is today under the CAPSTONZ program where all units know their
wartime higher headquarters and receive training guidance from

Ii

Unfortunately for General Greenlief, however, the Department
of the Army establishment quickly folded when pressured by
Governor Exon. Secretary of the Army Robert Froelke ordered the
chief of staff of the Army, the late General. Creighton Abrams -Greenlief's boss -- to back off[SI.

Senator Exon's comments about his amendment in the Senate
directly reflected these views. One cannot understand the
controversy of 1988 over the Exon Amendment without knowing the
basis for it grew out of the 1973 oil shock and the non-AT
performed by the 67th Infantry Brigade that year. Fortunately for
the Guard, the Exon Amendment was defeated in the Senate 66-29 on
September 17, 1987.
This was the last political challenge to the Montgomery
Amendment. The politics of the issue, except for the Ohio case,
have been quiet since then. However, given the election of
Maine's former Governor Brennan to the House of Representatives
in 1988 and his assignment to the House Armed Services Committee,
Montgomery had this interesting conclusionary comment:
-When Governor Brennan came down to
Congress, I was concerned that he might offer an
amendment to repeal the Montgomery Amendment. He's on
Armed Services. But he hasn't, and I don't think that's
a burning issue with him at this time. I think he would
give political reasons (for his original decision). He
didn't like the policy in Central America.''(6)

so= 2O cMaPM S
[2) Wickham, ibid.

(21 Interview with Representative G.V. ''Sonny'' Montgomery
in the Rayburn House Office Building, December 19, 1989.
[31 Ibid.
[4] A Public Affairs Detachment is composed of 13
individuals, commanded by a major. It is capable of providing
press and broadcast support for the commander to which it is

assigned. Frequently, such units are staffed with civilian media
professionals with extensive experience and expertise, to include

tel~vision anchors, newspaper photographers and reporters and
public relations specialists. There are 52 PADs in the Army
National Guard; 19 in the Army Reserve and none in the active
Army.
[5) Conversation between Author Beveridge and Major General

Francis S. Greenlief (ret.), who later was executive vice
president of the NGAUS from 1974-84.
(6) Montgomery, ibid.
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Department of Defnse Reaction

The attitude of the handful of governors was not lost on
leaders at the Department of Defense. As General Temple noted in
El Torro, the governors had provided a buffer against some of the
wishes of the uniformed leadership by permitting Guardsmen to
play the

-political card.''

Guardsmen tend to suffer no penalty for playing the
political card because, as citizens of local communities, they
are unrestrained by t1, Hatch Act or most other disincentives to
political activity. They can run for and hold civil office. They
can be active if they care to be in local, state and .Rtional
political campaigns. They can serve in a national administ.-Rtion.
Many serve in state legislatures.
Men educated at military academies and who have spent much
of their lives in the military cocoon too often have little
appreciaion of this process. When they are stationed at the
Pentaoon. they tend to view the Congress as a hostile force that
is questioning the competence of the military. James E. Webb Jr.,
the first assistant secretary of defense f:r reserve affairs, was
not much different than this. Although a civilian mustered out of
the marisa

Corps due to Vietnam wounds, his main claim to fame

*a#

his novels a out his Vietnam experiences (''Fields of Fire'')

0d

his articles eppeing women in combat. Webb tended to join

____

tne regular four-star military leadership in apply:ig a regular
measuring stick to the Guard and Reserve and, particularly, the

Navy Department's historic disdain of its reserves.
Thus. it came as no surprise in the wake of Brennan & Co.'s
first statements about OCONUS depiQyments that Webb opted for a
federal solution under the Army Clause of the Constitution rather
than permitting the system to work as it has for 210 years.
To Webb's credit, it must be noted that a substantial
element of his initial concerns was well-founded and not merely
an exercise in wresting command of the National Guard from the
governors and the adjutants general. These concerns were based on
what he was hearing at the three- and four-star and the
secretariat levels of the Pentagon and his genuine and
universally shared worry about the availability of the Guard for
the deterrence missions military leaders like Gorman and others
had in mind. For example, Air Guard aircraft were regularly used
in other than purely training missions worldwide. Among these
were aerial refueling: Air Guard KC-135s participated in the
bombing raid on Libya, for example, principally because two of
those aircraft were physically present in England, and when the
planning cell asked if they were available, the on-site commander
said,

'sure.''

Air Guard C-130s can be found many, many places

in the world. Now that the Air Guard has C-5A and C-141 units,
those cargo aircraft are flying worldwide routinely and can find
themselves in situations where pure training is not on the
agenda. New York Air Netional Guard C-5 aircraft participated in

the recent invasion of Pamma, for example, as did the Missouri
and Mina iota military police companies that found themselves on

the ground i

Panama City that December morn:ing. ZJ7

Typical of the reaction of senior active Army officers to
the specter of Guard nonavailablility occurred at Fourth U.S.
Army and Fifth U.S. Army. Each CONUSA (First, Second, Fourth,
Fifth and Sixth[21) is commanded by an active Army lieutenant
general. The CONUSA's mission is to command all U.S. Army Reserve
(USAR) troops and units in its geographic area and to supervise
and evaluate the Army National Guard training of the states in
its area. However, command and control of the Guard in those
states remains, in peacetime, with the governor through his or
her adjutant general.
Historically, CONUSA commanders have reacted variously to
this arrangement, which contains all the tensions build into the
dual state-federal system of the militia and the National Guard.
Many have worked very cooperatively and warmly with the Guard
commanders in their states. A few have sought more influence
even issuing

--

-orders'' from time to time.

Reacting to the Ohio situation, Lieutenant General Frederic
Brown of Fourth U.S. Army at Fort Sheridan, Illinois, suggested
that if the Guard weren't available for these missions, the
active Army would have to review and reevaluate where units are
placed, perhaps moving Guard units' missions back into the active
component. Such a ruling would provoke

'a very searching review

of our national defense posture,'' Brown said.
"If

jurisdiction of the National Guard rests with the

governors, we probably would have to put more forces into

the active military. We would have to look at the
availability of all our high-priority units with an eye

toward not htivnW them in the Guard where the governor could
veto their training assignments. We don't want to be

4k

depandent on tne personai

es of the various gcverzcrs. who

could determine whether we train today or no."' .31

Comments like Brown's, while grating on the National Guard
leadership, at least have the value of being clear and up-front.
More insidious, perhaps, is the quieter attitude of some officers
populating the staffs of places like Fifth U.S. Army. In 1989.
when time came to plan the 1990 and 1991 road-building project in
Central America, it was Fifth Army's turn to provide the lead
headquarters for the civil engineering advanced detachments and
then. in the year of execution, the headquarters for command and
control of the engineer battalions doing the work. The logical
selection out of Fifth Army would have been the 35th Engineer
Brigade, Missouri Army National Guard, which had accomplished the
task with distinction in the mid-1980s.
However, Fifth Army leaders expressed doubts about the
availability of the Missouri Guard in view of the ongoing
lawsuits from Minnesota and Massachusetts notwithstanding the
fact that the Montgomery Amendment had been the law of the land
for nearly three years, that both the Minnesota and Massachusetts
legal challenges had been rejected by U.S. Circuit Courts of
Appeals at that point and the fact that Celeste had capitulated
to the deployment of the 16th Engineer Brigade in view of the
demonstrated real threat of losing virtually all the Ohio
National Guard if he didn't comply.
Fifth Army leaders instead chose to task the 420th Engineer
Brigade, U.S. Army Reserve, of Bryan, Texas, for the mission. The
results of this choice, not the subject of this paper,

4
demonstrate the contrasting ways Guardsmen and Army Reservists
react to challenging tissions.
-Hot the least of those concerned at an early stage was
Congressman Montgomery himself:
'General Walker was telling me six-seven
months before all this came to a head that they were
having trouble with the governors. Even the governor of
Mississippi was reluctant to let troops go into Central
America. So I knew there was a problem developing
there. .. ''They (Army and Air Force leaders) were
concerned about it. They kind of convinced me, did
convince me, that the commanders over in the Defense
Department, the people who call the shots over there,
their concern that it did affect the force structure of
the military. They couldn't send people

.

.

. they felt

if they couldn't use these Guardsmen where they were
needed in Central America, the whole force structure
was in trouble. .

.

They were very fair about it. . . I

think they helped us. I have a letter from the
secretary of Defense (Caspar W. Weinberger) supporting
the amendment.''[4)

Congressman Montgomery was not wrong in his perception of
the attitudes at the highest levels of the Army. General John A.
Wickham Jr., chief of staff of the Army at the time of Governor
Brennan's decision and statements, recalled it this way:
''We considered this a flagrant violation of
the understanding that we had been operating on for
many years that the Guard forces were part of our Total
Army. When we needed them to perform in concert with
active forces and with the USAR in fulfillment of
federal missions, they needed to be prepared to go. And
when the governors for political reasons or whatever
reasons, objected to that, it interfered with that
fundamental understanding about the availability of
Guard forces. It put it on a political basis. The
uniformed people were really hard over about the need
to change this attitude on the part of the governors
andprevent this politicization of the use of the
Guard. I thins the uniformed people in the Guard agreed

as interference in their
opporlnity td achieve high levels of readiness in
operatiofti and traihing, '(5)
with this because theo'view it

II

Webb's concerns surfaced as a piece of legislation sponsored
by Senators Pete Wilson (R-California) and Phil Gramm (R-Texas),
both considered friends of the Guard (the Republicans still had a
majority in the U.S. Senate in 1986).

Wilson was chairman of the

manpower and personnel subcommittee of the Senate Armed Services
Committee, and he called a hearing by that subcommittee in July
1986 to accept testimony on his amendment. Numerous witnesses
were heard, with Webb leading off. The thrust of much of the
testimony was that the Militia Clause of the Constitution was
dead, and that the quicker the United States put the quaint
notion of governors commanding their National Guards behind them,
the better for the Republic.
'Recently, valuable National Guard training
overseas has been used by certain individuals and
special-interest groups to affect larger debates on
U.S. foreign policy. While these efforts have been

focused on Central America. the real issue illuminated
by this controversy is the obsolescence of certain
statutory authorities that permit units and members of
the National Guard to train outside the United States
or its territories. These statutory authorities.
enacted by Congress as a part of the Armed Forces

Reserve Act of 1952 (21 years before the advent of the
Total Force Policy), require modification that will
reflect and support the greater responsibilities of
today's National Guard, and the more intense and
realistic training now required to ensure it is fully
ready to perform the worldwide missions it has been
assigned.''[61

Later in the hearing, Webb added:
-Beginning in 1985 and particularly this
year, special-interest groups and some state
legislatures discovered that the authority granted
state governors in sections 672(b) and (d) rendered
state governors susceptible to political to political

II

pressure on controversial administratizn pcliczes.
Moreover, such pressure could be exerted at the local
level and, due to media interest in such controversy,
given national exposure. Consequently, the governors'
authority has become a vehicle to debate or influence
foreign policy.''[7]

Protesting against this assault on original intent by the
Founding Fathers, to some degree in vain that day, were
Lieutenant General Emmett H. Walker Jr.. chief of the National
Guard Bureau, and Lieutenant General LaVern E. Weber (ret.),
executive director of the NGAUS and Walker's predecessor as NGB
chief. Walker noted, among other things, that he as chief of the
National Guard Bureau had numerous tools at his disposal to
compel cooperation with overseas deployment schedules. Further,
both he and Weber stated that the reluctance by a handful of
governors[81 to have their units train in Central America hardly
had anything to do with the availability of the Guard for
mobilization and deployment in a time of national emergency, as
several other witnesses had implied.
Since at least the National Defense Act of 1916, every Guard
leader has felt supremely confident about the availability of
Guard units for mobilization in time of national emergency.
However, Webb sent chills down the back of any Defense planner
with this historical note:
'Prior to 1903 (the Dick Act of that year),
the National Guard was organized and administered
solely under the militia clause of the Constitution.
Consequently, the National Guard was available only for
limited duties. As one example, the governors of
Massachusetts and Connecticut refused the president's
call for the militia when *he British blockaded our
coasts in 1813, invaded our territory and destroyed the

Capitol.''(9)

N

The reverberations of this type of thinking, as if the
statutes weren't clear on the president's and Congress'
mobilization authority, quickly affected the attitudes of the
National Guard Bureau's leadership. Whereas General Walker told
the Senate subcommittee hearing that he was confident he had the
authority to discipline states whose governors refused OCONUS
deployments (as subsequently proved true in the Ohio case (see
chapter 63), he and other Guard leaders also heard the unpleasant
Pentagon rumblings of what might otherwise be called a preemptive
strike. This would have been the transfer of units from the Army
and Air Guard to the Army and Air Force Reserve, which are under
the command of the regular services in peacetime.

'This started

a chain reaction,'' as General Walker put it in an interview

several years after the incident, [(01 adding:

"'It became quite an issue in the building
(as the Pentagon often is referred-to by Defense
insiders) because some said, *can we depend on the
Guard to perform the missions we assigned to them?' Of
course, we assured them we could and would . * *
''It was at that time that I had the
opportunity to appear before the National Governors'
Conference to make a presentation as strong as I could
put it. . That presentation at least helped in
preventing a resolution by the governors (in favor of
gubernatorial deployment vetoes proposed by Governor
Bill Clinton of Arkansas and Madeline Kunin of
Vermont) ...
''At that time, we could have looked at the
Guard to have become again strictly a state force and
not be carrying the load of Defense it is carrying
tofty. We would probably have se3n the modern equipment
we have begun to get stopped. We would have seen force
structure begin to leave the National Guard. It would
have had real ramifications for us.''[11]

Asked if he believed at the time that such a majcr
realignment of the Guard and Reserve was a real possibility or
just an idle threat, General Walker responded:
'Absolutely, absolutelyl If the Guard is
going to be a full partner . . . in Defense today,

we've got to accept the missions that they give us.
About that time, the leadership of the Guard Bureau
decided that if this happens. to staff the process of
withdrawing Guard materiel, Guard structure from that
state, and that state then would be under a new
mandate: do it or don't. We'll remove it.''[12)

Even with the passage of the Montgomery Amendment, this
threat persists within the Pentagon. In remarks to the NGAUS
Executive Council in mid-1990, Brigadier General Donald Shephard,
deputy director of the Air National Guard and not a player in the
1985-86 episodes, stated:

There are people in the building who are
waiting to say, 'let's put it in the Air Force
Reserve.' There are real vultures out there. ' [13]

Congressman Montgomery also was asked whether he believed
the Guard stood to lose force structure if its units weren't
available for OCONUS deployments:
**I knew the threat was there. They wouldn't
have had any choice. . . Ultimately, they would have

had to change the force structure, these National Guard
unLto over to the Reserves or to the active

forces.'' (141

Asked if the governors decision to withhold units from

I

Central America training was an abrogation of the Total Force

Policy. General Wickham said,

'That's the one-sentence way to

put it.''

At the time of the first political refusals, General Temple
was General Walker's director of the Army National Guard. In the
middle of the controversy, General Walker completed his four-year
tour as chief, and President Reagan appointed General Temple to
succeed him as chief and for promotion to three-star rank. If
anything, General Temple is even more vehement about Central
America training and the Reagan Administration's Central America
policies. He had been a member of Governor Ronald Reagan's
cabinet in California and served earlier as Mr. Reagan's military
adviser while still a colonel in the California National Guard.
General Temple had this to say about his reaction to Governor
Brennan's announcement:
"'My first reaction was that I was p----- off
because I perceived it as being a purely political
statement on behalf of the governor, though I guess I
began to concede that although we had some differences
philosophically, he didn't known enough about the issue
to be orderly with a conclusion. He sought to say
something about the president of the United States who
had a policy on Central America. And he wanted to
deeply embarrass him.''(151

At the Senate hearing, Webb also noted the possibility of 54
Central American -- or foreign -- policies as being repugnant to

the administration, saying:
"It

may foster 54 foreign policies

inconsistent with that of the United States government.
Indeed, we are here today precisely because this has,

to a lomr extent, already occurred. I can tell you,
in the case of the latter alternative, that trying to

stay in front of politically motivated groups

states and territories can be a futile effort.

in 54
'

[6]

Webb then added that it could be costly if many governors
demanded to visit their Guard units on Central America
deployuments. citing the cost of S86,000 when one governor
whistled up an Air Force aircraft for a one-day trip to Honduras
to visit his\troops.
On the other hand, many Guard leaders criticized Webb for
not making the effort to persuade the governors to go along with
DoD policies at the time when that might have been fruitful. Webb
failed to venture outside the Pentagon on such an effort at the
time and never did bother to meet with any governors on such a
political mission. However, General Temple over his four years as
chief of the National Guard Bureau, organized extensive
gubernatorial briefings and trips by state and local political
leaders to Central America. averaging at least one major trip a
quarter at one point. The Bureau's Central America briefing team
visited 46 of 50 state governors with the pitch on the importance
and value of Central America training. Scores of state
legislators visited Guardsmen from their states while deployed to
Panama and Honduras. Almost without exception, these legislators
and governors can home singing the praises of the deployments.
An example of the enthusiasm many state legislators returned with
was exemliEied by State Representative James E. Moore of
Colorado, who wrote:
-For me, the trip was a confirmation that
the United States provides a beneficent role in Central
Amerla.
amy viow, our Colorado Guardsmaen and women

receive excellent training while assisting Honduran
citizens to help themselves. It was most obvious that

we also provide a stabilization for the area against
insurgents from Communist countries. [17)

Even Governor Richard Celeste of Ohio, in the midst of his
legal protest against the impending deployment of the 16th
Engineer Brigade to lead the Honduras roadbuilding project in
1989, visited the 1987 roadbuilding project and conceded the
training was valuable.
General Temple added that the crisis evolved somewhat
gradually because of the way the Central America engineer
training began in the early 1980s. He said that at the beginning,
he and the Army directorate were selecting the sites of the
training based on host-nation missions and then tasking the units
to undertake the work.
'I selected wherever the local situation,
where the local environment was advantagegus. Remember
that we began with Louisiana (the 229th Engineer Group
was the lead headquarters in 1985 in Panama, see
Chapter 2), where the entire unit could be utilized for
that type of training. At that time, there was
unemployment in the oil fields, and I thought this was
perfect. So I called Buddy (refers to Major General
Ansel M. 'Buddy' Stroud Jr., the adjutant general of
Louisiana), and said, 'Hey, would you do this?' And he
jumped at the opportunity. So that at the beginning, we
were selecting.

''Once it began to be successful. as often
happens, the Army wanted to come in and take it over.
So, what you were finding was that the selection of
units began to be more like what we have today: the
selection that is oriented on wartime tasks...
'But in those days, I was making the
selection. So all you had to do (if a state demurred
from the deployment, even informally) was to jump
around and find other units to go.''(18

Indied, it should be noted parenthetically here that the

i 6 ,01 ........
.

... ....

...

Iationa* %uard Burea.; and tae Departmenc oo tne Army nave
returned to this methodology to some degree. Apparently adoptlng
the rubric that ultimate weapons are best left undetonated. and
with the Ohio case clearly in mind, the Bureau has identified
only six states where there is vehement opposition to any Central
A-merica duty. Those states simply-won't be tasked for units in
the future. Those same states are high on current DoD lists for
unit deactivations.
But in 1986 in the politically charged atmosphere in the
national capital involving President Reagan's Central America
policies and the Guard's embroilment in them, the issue was
steaming on the front burner, as General Temple concluded:
'When it became apparent that the governor
was exercising the authority that was given to him in
the 1950s and was not constitutional authority, we all
began to question whether it was in the best interest
of the force -- could it (the National Guard) survive
-- the National Guard as a viable part of the Total

Force giving the governors that option in the modern
National Guard? It might have been fine in the 1950s
when it was passed and no one ever perceived the events
that would subsequently follow. It just seemed to me
that that was the time to readdress the authority given
to the governors..
''From my standpoint, it was one of
principle. That the Guard could not survive and evolve
into what we see today and what we hope for the future
with that kind of unilateral authority given to the
governors. As much as we want to support the governors
and the purpose of the Guard in relation to the states,
I thought that was a transgression on the American
people and what they expect from their National
Guard.'' [19)

Webb, in his Senate appearance, reflected on the taxpayers'
expectations of the Guard in the Total Force, which includes 46
percent of the Army's combat units, 10 of the Total Army's 28

I

zomoat diviaions, 25 percent of

the fignrers in c*

!L:a .

Air

Force ard 73 percent of the continental air defense:

'This formidable force is almost totally
funded by the federal government. Excluding the value
of equipment inventory (all federal), the federal
government annually provides 90 percent of all National
Guard funding. Since 1981, the Department of Defense
and Congress have invested $47 billion (b) in manning,
equipping and training the Army and Air National
Guard.' [20]

This fact, of course, often is violently in conflict with
the uninformed American public's perception of the National Guard
as a purely state force. A militia, in other words. That occurs
in large part because the vast proportion of publicity about the
Guard stems from its state mission in support of civil authority
in time of riot, tumult, flood or storm. Thus, the Guard in
California receives a bushel of publicity when it assists civil
authority during the San Francisco earthquake, but relatively
little is heard when a brigade of its 40th Infantry Division
(Mechanized) deploys by air and sea to Korea to participate in
Exercise TEAM SPIRIT. The South Carolina Guard empties the
publicity ink bucket during Hurricane Hugo, but its 228th Signal
Brigade is nearly invisible in 1985 when it goes lock, stock and
radio to Egypt for BRIGHT STAR.
Although such state missions as the 1989 earthquake and
hurricane duty are paid by the state, in the quiet times when the
Guard is training for its federal combat mission, all funding is
from the federal government and all equipment is federal. By law,
that equipment -- such as vehicles -- is available for state
callupe although fuel and the like are reimbursed by the states.

Mos: times it
says,

is

little notiied that the Guardsman's u.niform

''U.S. Army''

or ''U.S.

Air Force''

with no specific state

distinction motinq whether the individual represents Delaware.
Illinois or Missouri.

After the Senate subcommittee4.hearing, the momentum for the
Wilson-Gramm amendment flagged, particularly because Gramm
decided he was far to far out front on the proposal given the
opposition to it by the leadership of the Texas National Guard.
Simultaneously, the usual author of National Guard legislation,
Representative G.V.

'Sonny'' Montgomery (D-Mississippi), a

retired Mississippi Army National Guard brigadier general, began
passing the word he was working on the ''fix''

that would solve

the problem to the satisfaction of most, at least those who
wished to solve the problem and not continue to make Guard
deployments to Central America either a partisan or ideological
issue. What we know today as the Montgomery Amendment emerged
from the discussions that began that week.
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The final act of the Montgomery Amendment drama came

suddenly on the morning of Monday, June 11, 1990. The U.S.
Fupreme Court handed down a 9-to-0 ruling that declared the
amendment constitutional. It contained wording generally
beneficial to the Guard and making specific note of the fact
that, in the unanimous view of the Court, the Montgomery
Amendment was compatible both with the Militia Clause of the
Constitution and the Army Clause; implemented by the Necessary
and Proper Clause.
The decisive slap by the Supreme Court in the opinion
written by Associate Justice John Paul Stevens should have ended
whatever lingering controversy or doubt there ever was about the
efficacy or usefulness of the amendment. So far as the Department
of Defense was concerned, the enactment of the Montgomery
Amendment as a part of the FY87 DoD Authorization Act pretty well
settled the issue. Both the Departments of the Army and the Air
Vorce accepted the amendment at face value. Both concluded it
gave the chief of the National Guard Bureau all the authority he
needed to conduct overseas training in compliance with the

:reguatios and policies of the services. Senior uniformed

j

!eaders stared this be!ief,

as reflected ty 3eneral w"izkham's

ccmments in Chapter 5.
Upon the decision by U.S. District Judge Donald Alsop in St.
Paul on August 7, 1987, Secretary of Defense Caspar W. Weinberger
issued a statement hailing the decision and calling the
Montgomery "tendmeant
of title

(which he referred to merely as Section 672

.0. U.S. Code) as "'legal and enforceable.'' At the same

time, Secretary Weinberger remarked that provision of this
language in no way abrogated the histo\ic state-federal system of
the National Guard that provides for gu ernatorial command and
control in peacetime. [11
However, the constitutionality issue nagged at the Guard
community through the nearly four years it took to get the court
case from its original venue in Judge Alsop's court through the
various appeals, and also the handling of Massachusetts Governor
Michael Dukakis' similar lawsuit in New England[2]. This first
case occurred in Minnesota, when Governor Rudy Perpich sought to
block his public affairs detachment and the 133rd Tactical
Airlift Wing, a C-130 unit, from deploying to Panama in early
1987. Acting through his attorney general, Hubert H. Humphrey
III, he filed suit in federal district court in St. Paul on
January 22, 1987. The case was assigned to U.S. District Judge

Donald Alsop. [3)
Oral arguments were held June 15, 1987 -- both the State of

Minnesota and the Department of Defense stipulating the facts.
Representing the DoD was the Justice Department: assigned DoD

lead agency was the Department of the Army.
From the beginning, the Army and to a lesser extent Justice

d.sa~reed wit.%cne Natlnal :uar

-:omunicy
on the route zf ;ar::.

in handling this lawsuit and the one filed January 20. 1988 by
Governor Dukakis. The Army had determined to argue based on the
Army Clause of the U.S. Constitution, which states that the
Congress has the authority to raise and support armies. The
National Guard community, relying mainly on the National Guard
Association of the United States and the attorney general of
Louisiana, sought to argue on the basis of the Militia Clause.
The NGAUS and Louisiana repeatedly inserted amicus curiiae briefs
at all levels arguing the militia clause. These were resisted by
the Army and Justice -- to the extent that the U.S. assistant
attorneys general at various hearings objected to the special
assistant attorney general from Louisiana and the NGAUS counsel
providing oral arguments. As a result, the only such presentation
occur-ed at the district court level in Boston in Dukakis'
lawsuit. The most favorable result to the Militia Clause
rationale came from U.S. District Judge Robert E. Keeton's

opinion, which was adopted by the First U.S. Circuit Court of
Appeals in its one-sentence decision. The U.S. Supreme Court
refused to review that result without comment.
The Minnesota case, on the other hand, has had a far more
tortured and circuitous life. After Judge Alsop's August 1987
decision in favor of DoD and based primarily on the Army Clause,
Governor Perpich appealed a week later. That appeal was heard by
a three-judge panel of the Eighth U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals
sitting in St. Paul on February 9, 1988. Nearly 11 months later.
on December 6, that panel ruled 2-to-i against Judge Alsop and
the Department of Defense. The Department of Justice quickly
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filed a motion fzr 3n en banc rehearing. Although it is :n-sua:
to hold such rehearings, the full 10-judge Eighth Circuit agreed.

and oral arguments before nine of those judges were held February
16, 1989. On June 28. that court ruled 7-to-2 in favor of DoD.
reversing its three-judge panel. The two votes were the same two
that had been in the majority in the first go-round. It was that
result that came before the Supreme Court for oral arguments on
March 27, 1990, with a decision June 11.
Perhaps the key paragraph in Justice Stevens' opinion makes
the connection with the Militia Clause:
.'The second Militia Clause enhances federal power in three
ways. First. it authorizes Congress to provide for 'organizing,
arming and disciplining the Militia.' It is by congressional
choice that the available pool of citizens has been formed into
organized units. Over the years, Congress has exercised this
power in various ways, but its current choice of the dual
enlistment system is just as permissible as the 1792 choice to
have members of the Militia arm themselves. Second, the clause
authorizes Congress to provide for governing such part of the
Militia as may be employed in the service of the United States.
Sure, this authority encompasses continued training while on
active duty. Finally, although appointment of officers *and the
authority of training the Militia' is reserved to the states,
that limitation is, in turn, limited by the words 'according to
the discipline prescribed by Congress.' If service in the armed
forces of a-global power requires training in distant lands or
distantskies

,Congress has the authority to provide it. The

subordinate autherity to petform the actual training to active

Iu-y in federal serv"ce does n:. ;nclude the

-:-.

:

ed-t the

distipline,.th&t Conqrei may prescribe for Guard members after
'they are ordered into federa

service.'' [4]

Governor Dukakis' case, which was virtually identical to
Minnesota's, moved much more quickly. After district court
arguments on August 8, 1988, Judge Keeton dismissed the case and
upheld the Montgomery Amendment oh May 6. 1988. Governor Dukakis
appealed three days later, and that appeal was argued before the
First U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals in Boston on October 4, 1988.
Twenty-one days later, that court unanimously upheld Judge Keeton
and adopted his written opinion as that of the circuit court.
Governor Dukakis appealed to the U.S. Supreme Court January 18,
1989, but on April 17 the high court refused certiorari, ending
the case.

From the beginning, the leadership at the National Guard
Bureau had argued that if left alone, the chief of the Bureau had
sufficient authority to discipline the states through its iron
grip on the purse-strings and its ability to influence the
adjutants general through moral suasion and other means. The
position of Chief, even before it was elevated to lieutenant
general in 1979

(5)

historically has been one granted great

respect by all Guardsmen of whatever rank.
:-

Thus, among the adjutants general and other senior

Guardsmen, the words of the then-chief, Lieutenant General Emmett
R. Walker Jr.,

in a Senate hearing in 1986 had great credibility.

.feral Wa2kerpOaed wevith

4Snatees Pet* Wilson (R-California)

and Phil $rayn

R-Texasi

for the freedom to disc"pline the syste=

hinself.. to deal with Governor Brennan and the handful of other

governors who were seeking to withhold troops or units from
scheduled deployments.
As a practical matter. of course, very few units and
Guardsmen ever were actually affected by the controversy.
Governor Brennan withheld 48 Guardsmen -- as was discussed above:
his 13-member Public Affairs Detachment and a 35-member engineer
detachment scheduled to participate in the Honduran roadbuilding
project that spring. No other units actually failed to deploy as
scheduled.
Those scheduling the deployments, as related by General
Temple in his interview, simply moved around any threats of
nondeployment and sought out units from other states that had
declared their willingness, their eagerness in many cases, to
undertake the training. Overseas training is exceedingly popular
among the troops not only because of its slightly exotic settings
and because one and all could immediately perceive the superior
training that could be had in such locations. This was
particularly true of the engineer units that built roads
throughout Central America during the 1980s. It was equally true
of the combat service support units that provided logistics and
support. It even was true of the combat units enumerated in

Chapter 2 that foundenvironmental constraints and the
opportunity t*sasist-the Honduran and Panamanian armies (before
Noriega copaidasd his authority) in improving their combat
readying,

..

a 9Thi
n

chiel *g NatA-a

chis.,.o

,Gacd -Bureau's organization

MatgnalQIe

a. trazninq

0&T) division :nce put it. the Bureau had 40 states

stafinV i-li Ato volunteer to send units to Central America.
That mad. it"*Asy to avoid th

ix or eight ambivalent states and

the fouror five refusnik.The one

om*licatihng factor in this equation was the fact

that Guard units canot, as a practical matter, deploy overseas
for training every year or even every other year. The three-week
annual training periods often associated with overseas training
put some measure of pressure on Guardsman-employer relations.
They put some pressure on family relations, since Guard families
are not military families in at all the same way active component
wives and children adapt to military life. Too often, the
Guardsman forgoes some or all of his vacation due to his Guard
career. His wife has an opinion about this. If his training comes
too often or lasts too long, his boss may have an opinion about
that even though, in the strictly legal sense, the Guardsman is
guaranteed reemployment after training.
As noted above, the main thrust of Central American training
has been engineer roadbuilding projects. Each year, the National
Guard Bureau or the commander-in-chief of U.S. Forces Command

designates one Guard or ReServe headquarters, respectively, to be
the lead command-and-control element of that year's roadbuilding
project. Usually, this has been an engineer brigade. Often, this
has been a Guard unit. However, there are only five Guard

engieer brigades. They are in fichiga,
Carolina

Missouri, Ohio, North

ad2Tnse*#o*. -

It wee iitadlethat thoNatiftal Guard'Sureau eventually
woum

get eruuit. 4*edo
qgfag the 16th

'II

Sagineer Brigade, Ohio

Army National. Guard. to be :he lead headquarters. That was done
for the 1989 project, which was to be the completion of a massive
roadbuilding project connecting central Honduras with the north
Atlantic coast near La Cieba and San Pedro Sula. Such a
designation is made upwards of two years before the actual
deployment. That allows the brigade commander, his headquarters
and its staff to devote some months to planning, the year prior
to the actual project for engineering and surveying and then the
actual year of deployment to training and roadbuilding/engineer
construction. The official notification of the adjutant general
of Ohio, at the time Major General Raymond Galloway, came in the
spring of 1987.
The events that followed were described by Lieutenant
General Herbert R. Temple Jr., chief of the National Guard Bureau
from mid-1986 to January 31, 1990.[6] It is interesting to note
in this regard that General Temple apparently chose his target
for disciplining the system very carefully. He avoided a major
confrontation with Governor Dukakis, particularly during the 1988
presidential campaign. Indeed, the leadership of the Guard either
at the Bureau or the NGAUS has never sought -- actually, has
eschewed -- any opportunity to make Guard overseas deployments
partisan or electoral issues. As one Guard leader once noted,

Guard officers' personal political beliefs range from the ultraconsorvativ#-to lefty liberal.
The Usue

came to the fore with Minnesota because all C-130

units provide Panama rotations and all-52 Public Affairs
.DethaU

4Sth .Pv !o

sre rutred for oversees training. That was why the

Mf~s DtaqbMt: in Masachusetts became the only

Bay State; unit: to be scheduled for Central Ameri:a. Hwe'er. an

engineer brigaft4was another matter and a much more solid and
-understandablaebAsis f6r laying down the gauntlet.
TheeconftOntatiOv bttween Governor Celeste and General
Temple began in mid-198:7 4hen the Bureau directed the adjutant
general of Ohi6 to deploy survey and engineering teams to
Honduras in early 1988 to prepare for the 1989 project. This also
served as a 'warning order'' to the 16th Brigade that it would
be the lead h Ad*uarters in 1989. As most adjutants general would
do, General Galloway :.-----his

co mrander-in-chief and boss,

Gcvernor Celeste, of this development. Gcvernor Caleste wrote
General Temple a letter objecting to the deployment, alth-_ L
acknowledging the existence of the Montgomery Amendment at
time, citing the Perpich lawsuit and suggesting that the whole
thing be held in abeyance until the Supreme Court ruled.
Skipping a few intervening details, what followed was an
minuet between Governor Celeste and General Temple. After the
governor ordered General Galloway to withhold deployment of the
survey and engineering teams in 1988, General Temple directed -he
actions he had more or less been anticipating from the beginning.
Two facto seem to stand out in retrospect. First, unlike
some of the other states where he could have taken the same
action, General Tevele held an overwhelmingly potent hand in
Ohio. Second, Govetror Celeste had been wounded somewhat by news

aeoiC acounts about political-developments in Ohio. And third,
the Ohio nws media were generally neutral and objective in the

case, which eventually redouaf4 to the National Guard's benefit
and against the governor.

A further factor in tAe Ohio case was the fact that the
leaders of the Ohio Guard grossly underestimated what General
Temple had in mind for them. Most of them apparently believed
they stood to lose the-engineer brigade headquarters (including
one general officer as the commander) and perhaps the subordinate
engineer battalions. None, however, dreamed -- it seems -- that

the Ohio National Guard could be made to disappear over a period
of a very few months except for only the 73rd Infantry Brigade.
And. in particular, that the Ohio Air National Guard could be
made to cease to exist.
Or, as a group of five adjutants generals put it to one of
the authors as these events were unfolding, they were lined up to
receive the five Air National Guard flying units that were on the
block. Significantly, Ohio -- with these five flying units -- has

the largest Air National Guard in the nation except for
California, with six. There is an entire wing of A-7s (three
units), one unit of C-130s and one unit of KC-135 aerial
refueling tankers. All are highly sought by other states. Twentyone states volunteered to accept one of these units in early
1988.
"'I knew the timing was right. It was absolutely perfect.
Senator (John) Glenn (D-Ohio)[chairman of a Senate Armed Services
Committee subconmsttee] was the keenest worry I had.'' (7 But, as
General Temple noted, Governor Celeste had announced his
intention to run for president in the 1988 Democratic primaries a
few days before without consulting Glenn, who at the time was

considereda loeading candidate for 1988.

We brought the

'United States

craerty and

Fiscal Officer for Ohio) into the National Guard
Bureau. We direaated hm to dtvelop a plan that would
take the National Guard out of Ohio in two years. In
respons.tobiwqueotion W* told him that included the
Air National Guard. John (Major General John B.

Conawray,.dirctor of thi Air Guardr now chief,
succeeding General Temple and promoted to Lieutenant
General), and . had gone up to talk to the secretary of
the Air Force, and he concurred.''[(]
General Temple was leaving Governor Celeste with sufficient
militia resources to accomplish any state mission that might
occur in Ohio. But not much else. Total bill: loss of $256
million a year to the state of Ohio.
It will come as no surprise to readers to hear that the
Columbus Dispatch and the Cleveland Plain Dealer latched onto the
financial implications and the loss of full-time jobs in the
Guard, the eliminating of thousands of drill slots in the units
and the impending flyaway of 72 A-7s, 10 KC-135s and 12 C-130s.
Of course, the USPFO had sped home to Columbus that Friday night
to brief General Galloway, who visited Governor Celeste on
Saturday morning.
General Temple said he then began to get rumblings from the
DoD secretariat that he was not to negotiate with Governor
Celeste in any way. ''But I was looking for some ground on which
the governor and I might agree.

.

. Interestingly enough, we were

getting congressional support. The newspapers were hot on the
story. Wewere not bluffing. This was the entire plan. The
drawdom of the:Ohio National Guard, including all the jobs, the

training dollars and the equipment.''
General Te~letadded that he was trying, to find

S iataeraediare~andothers-politieally-close to Governor Celeste

mill

..

.............

who might persuade him to bargaln. Eventua.iy.

t e governor

called General Temple and said he would talk to him in
Walhington . GovernorCeleste arrived and met with Senator Glenn
and with some-Ohio-cogressen.

'He went to visit Senator Glenn.

Glenn said I don't agree with the president's position in Central
America, but the governor should obey the law. He visited with a
liberal congressman from Ohio who was also noncommittal and
appeared to be supportive of us. He told me

*I'm behind you 100

percent'. The governor did call me at home. He said that although
he disagreed, he could not destroy the Ohio National Guard. That
he was betting on the Perpich trial and that would resolve the
issue.
''I was getting ready to leave on a trip to the region. Dan
Donohue (chief of public affairs at the Bureau) had loaded the

plane with news media, with specific emphasis on Ohio media. Both
television and paper media. What this meant was that I had them
three days before he got them. We were going to Panama, Ecuador
and El Salvador before we reached Honduras...
'When we reached Honduras, we met in the hotel coffee shop.
He reconfirmed that he would permit the survey teams to deploy in
late 1987 and early 1988. I believed he was moving toward our
position."
When both returned to the United States, both also traveled
to Traverse City, Michigan, for the summer meeting of the
National Governors Association. General Temple spoke to a packed
hall, describing the Ohio situation and the requirement for

effective training in. Central America. When Governor Celeste
reasehed the meeting a day laters he told General.Temple that the

evintallydidI a'd
G4iird.''

'db the best damn jcb of any National

That endbd the Ohio case.

No other goveft~r-has come near that level of confrontation
with the bureau since the Ohio case of 1988. However, the Bureau
has quietly been making some plans to begin a shift in forces
away from states that have a tendency to object to training in
Central America or elsewhere (8) in the world where it makes
sense. Usually, this sentiment is coupled with demographical
facts in such a state's Army National Guard. Except for Ohio, all
the objecting states are in the northeast. All these states have
some sort of recruiting and retention problem -- i.e., total

personnel strengths as measured against table of organization and
equipment requirements that justify moving units to, in the main,
the Sunbelt.
The first such raorganization came in 1986 strictly for
demographic reasons. One brigade was removed from the
Massachusetts fational Guard's 26th Infantry Division and, after
some shuffling among states, established in Texas. Texas
immediately filled it to full strength. At the same time, New
Jersey's 50th Armored DivisiOn was:put on notice that it could
eithir fill itself or lose the division headquarters and all but

one brigade of structure. That may be about to happen. The same
is true of eft42Ad Znf*Atry Divisioh'in New York. And finally, a
plan to redesignato the 47th Infantry Division, Minnesota Army
National Gaut, a

the 34th Infantry Division, haS been approved

for implementaticn in 1991. The published raiconale for this move

is that the 47th Division, created after the Korean War, has no
lineage or military history while the 34th Division had one of
the most dazzling records in World War II, beginning in North
Africa and ending in the Po Valley.
The current plan leaves the division headquarters in St.
Paul. And, while the 34th Division included Minnesota when it was
mobilized in 1941, before 1991 it never was headquartered except
in Iowa. Since 1961, the division has included major elements
from Minnesota, Iowa and Illinois. Nonfans of Minnesota politics
would suggest the Red Bull commanding general and his senior
officer billets will be moving to Des Moines, it historic
headquarters, before long.

Ouicksilver and its progeny may have something to say about
the aftermath of the Montgomery Amendment and its two lawsuits.
The U.S. Constitution enables states to have a militia. But only
statutes enacted by Congress provide federal money for support
the National Guard of the late 20th Century. If location of
training is a part of training to federal standards and if
governors who object to a president's foreign policy choose to
object to such training, they may be afforded the opportunity to

finance thei

pilitia's training out of state money. That has not

been the case since 1903.
A lO0-ywwe

circle -or

a handful of states?
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(11 Department of-Defense press release dated August 8.
1987.
[2] The governors who were most vociferous in their

objections to Guard deployments to Central America and who were
the strongest supporters of the Minnesota and Massachusetts
lawsuits always were, in addition to Governors Perpich and
Dukakis. Governors, Joseph Brennan ok Maine (now a member of the
U.S. House of Representatives), Madeline Kunin of Vermont and
Richard Celeste of Ohi-4it Either because they cannot or have
chosen not to, Governors Celeste. Dukakis and Kunin will leave
office early in 1991. Governor Joseph McKernan, who replaced
Governor Brennan of Maine in 1989, has continued that state's
policy.
[31 At the beginning, Attorneys General Hubert H. Humphrey
III of Minnesota and James Shannon of Massachusetts had done a
better job than the National Guard Association of the United
States in lining up allies. This occurred in large part because a
meeting of the National Association of Attorneys General had
occurred a week before the filing of the lawsuit, and Humphrey in
particular had had a full opportunity to present his case and
enlist allies. In the first filing, the states joining Minnesota
were Arkansas, Colorado, Delaware, Hawaii, Iowa, Kansas,
Louisiana, Maine, Massachusetts, Ohio, Rhode Island and Vermont.
As became clear later, several governors of these states had not
been consulted by their attorneys general, Democrats in all
cases, and quickly either withdrew their states or objected
loudly. Notable among these were Louisiana and Rhode Island.
However, when the case was filed, it appeared that 13 states
supported Governor Perpich and only seven supported the NGAUS. As
will be seen later, by the time the case reached the U.S. Supreme
Court in February 1990, nearly three years later, only six states
remained with Minnesota, while the NGAUS's allies had grown to 23
states. In addition to Minnesota, these remaining with Governor
Perpich were Colorado, Maine, Massachusetts, Ohio and Vermont.
[4) Opinion of the United States Supreme Court in Perpich
Governor of Minnesota et al v. Department of Defense, et al, No.
89-542.
[5) By statute enacted in 1920, the Chief of the National
Guard Bureau must be a federally recognized Army or Air National
Guard officer in at least the rank of major general. The first
three-star chief was Lieutenant General LaVern E. Weber, who
served one four-year term as a major general and one four-year
term as a lieutenant general. The current chief, Lieutenant
General John 3. Conaway, is the fourth 0-9 Chief. General Weber
today is executive director of the National Guard Association of
the United States.
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L, Exzerpted from remarks :o the Exe:uive -:4
:he
National Guard Association of the United States on August 8,
1988. General Temple's interviewwith- te aithors in Detroit on
September 22, 1989 provides essentially identical information.
Excerpts from the NGAUS meating are attached as Appendix B.
[7] Ibid.
[8] Temple interview, ibid.
(9] Some members of theNew York legislature objected to a
deployment 42nd Intantry Division troops-to Exercise TEAM SPIRIT
in 1990. The rationale was that TEAM SPIRIT and its concentration
of U.S. troops in South Korea undermined efforts to reunify North
and South Korea.
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